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SureSeal® 

Plus  

SureSeal® 
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4

                     Patented  
   pressure relief valve.  
         Prevents air lock.  

Side hinge operation.  
Allows unobstructed flow in  
heavy drainage situations.

Deeper wall SureSeal® Plus  
models stop up to 5 ft of  
head pressure

Thicker substrate.
  Longer seal life. 

Patented memory hinge.  
Complete seal every time.

Press-fit gasket installation.
No silicone needed.

SureSeal® waterless in-line drain trap seal  
solves odor and bug problems associated  
with infrequently used floor drains.  
Patented memory hinge and pressure release 
valve deliver superior, longer lasting operation.  

● Quickly/effectively solve odor problems  
● For use in any drain - in any location  
● Eliminate the need for trap primer  
● Replace a failed trap primer
● Certified to ASSE 1072 
 
 

Fits both cast iron or plastic floor drains.

RectorSeal®  2601 Spenwick Drive - Houston, TX 77055  800-231-3345   rectorseal.com    

 Superior odor control. Extra drainage protection.

Patent: USA 9,139,991 & 9,010,363
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COMPLIANCE WITH 21ST CENTURY 
STANDARDS OF CARE MEANS RETHINKING 
YOUR 20TH CENTURY PLUMBING SYSTEM.

We introduced digital water temperature control to the world with The Brain®. 
WWe brought you SAGE®, the most advanced monitoring and documentation 
software available. Now we're combining our state-of-the-art technology with 
system design for a simpler, smaller, multi-zone digital plumbing system that 
dramatically improves compliance with today's standards of care.

SAGE® gives you access to real-time dashboard monitoring and alerts, and enables 
verification of compliance with digital recordkeeping and reports. The Brain® offers 
more consistent temperature, less maintenance and simpler protocol for standards 
of care that endorse thermal disinfection, such as OSHA, NYDOH, CDC and VA 1061.

To learn more, visit armstronginternational.com/zoned-solution
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• Simultaneously drain, fl ush & refi ll any 

hydronic, solar, or closed loop system

• T-pattern fl ow path quickly and 
easily prevents the fl ow between 
the two hose connections

• As fl uid is introduced into the 
system, the existing fl uid or air is 
diverted out of the system through 
the remaining hose connection
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Maybe you’ve heard that millennials are impatient. That they’re self-
involved. That they just don’t know what the heck they’re talking 
about. Fill in the blank. 

What’s funny about everyone trying to “figure out the millennials” is that 
most millennials I know are currently doing the same thing a past generation 
coined as “faking it until they make it.” 

Though, some people realize that to “make it” takes more than believing 
you’re something. It takes work, research, passion, networking, ongoing soul-
searching, etc. This is not an exclusive lesson for any age. 

Still, a little bit of game face never hurt anyone.
My head spins at the first talk of “understanding millennials” in the work-

place and elsewhere. Like we come with a manual. First, please remember that 
people are complicated. Second, please note that for many, now is the time 
we’re really trying to understand ourselves too, professionally and personally. 
Should we take over the family business or should we customize a career? 
Should we start thinking about kids? Should we change our profile pic to some-
thing that is a little bit more, like, business casual? Are we, you know, happy? 
Or at least happy-ish?

WHO ARE WE??? (Veins exploding in our foreheads) 
From what I hear of the wise folks ahead of me, this question never sleeps. 

Speaking of sleeping, apparently, this question can affect that, too. 
A mentor of mine recently bemoaned: “At yet another conference general 

session where a bunch of baby boomers are telling us all about how millenni-
als think. They never seemed to put this kind of focus on Gen-Xers. I'm pretty 
sure they think we can be motivated with flannel shirts and Stone Temple Pilots 
CDs.”

It’s hilarious, but true. We’ve never been looking over our shoulders at each 
other more than before. If you ask me, I think we need to give each other some 
space to exist, try new things, get messy and make mistakes, and maybe even 
succeed in ways that generations well before all of us weren’t able to. 

If we don’t, then there’s the next one. I hope that the future generation of the 
hour strives for many more next ones who inevitably will carry with them the 
best and worst of the previous ones. 

I also hope you enjoy our August issue, which includes the boiler report 
and heating season preview, as well as pieces on fire protection compatibility, 
water utility awareness and much more. If you have any tips, suggestions, story 
ideas or general feedback please reach out to this eager millennial at sarah@
tmbpublishing.com. ●
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Chicago Faucets Illustrates Potential Water 
Savings

Chicago Faucets released a new water conservation 
infographic. Available at chicagofaucets.com/conserva-
tion, the infographic is part of the company’s ongoing 
drive for water conservation in the commercial plumbing 
marketplace.

The infographic provides links to help users select 
low-flow faucets for any application. Chicago Faucets 
has a wide selection of faucets with a 0.35 gpm flow rate 
including manual, metering and electronic sensor faucets.

“The infographic demonstrates the potential for as 
much as 84 percent water usage reduction when swapping 
out legacy faucets for newer, more efficient models,” said 
Adam Molberger, product manager, Chicago Faucets. “It’s 
important to us to make sure the best water-conserving 
faucets are available to our customers to help them meet 
initiatives like LEED v4.”

The company has committed to water conservation as a 
partner of WaterSense. Chicago Faucets is also a member 
of the U.S. Green Building Council, which has developed 
the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) Green Building Rating System.

Visit www.chicagofaucets.com

HOLDRITE Renews as ASPE Affiliate Sponsor

The American Society of Plumbing Engineers is pleased 
to announce that HOLDRITE has maintained its ASPE 
Affiliate Sponsor status for the next year.

Recently acquired by Reliance Worldwide Corp., 
HOLDRITE joins the group’s family of plumbing brands, 
including SharkBite and Cash Acme. 

In addition to being an ASPE Affiliate Sponsor, 
HOLDRITE is also an official ASPE CEU Provider and is 
eligible to award ASPE CEUs for its technical education 
courses on firestopping of horizontal plumbing penetra-
tions, pipe hangers and supports, and plumbing acoustic 
isolation.

“HOLDRITE has proudly been an ASPE Affiliate 
Sponsor since 2013. Our experience as an ASPE Sponsor 
and a CEU Provider has been enriching and rewarding,” 
said Darlene Byrne, HOLDRITE director of marketing. 
“We have been able to educate the plumbing engineer 
community on the benefits of specifying engineered solu-
tions and have made valuable partnerships along the way.”

ASPE’s Affiliate Sponsor Program provides manu-
facturers with valuable exposure within the plumbing 
engineering community to help ensure the continued 
growth of their brand. Affiliate Sponsors receive recogni-
tion in ASPE publications, including Plumbing Engineer 
magazine and the ASPE Pipeline e-newsletter, as well 
as on ASPE.org and at national ASPE events. The new 
Affiliate Sponsor area on ASPE’s website (aspe.org/affili-
ates) is dedicated to Sponsor news, case studies, and other 
information about our Sponsors, and Sponsors are given 

the opportunity to send product e-blasts directly to ASPE 
members throughout the year.

“HOLDRITE has been a dedicated supporter of ASPE 
and the plumbing engineering industry for years, and we 
are pleased that the company has decided to continue 
our partnership,” said Brian Henry, ASPE’s director of 
Affiliate Relations. “We recently made upgrades to the 
program to keep our Affiliate Sponsors at the forefront of 
our members’ minds, and I’m grateful that HOLDRITE 
has recognized the continuing benefits of being involved.”

Visit www.holdrite.com

Brasscraft and E.B Lingel Celebrate 60 Years

This year, Brasscraft Mfg. Co. celebrates a 60-year part-
nership with E. B. Lingel Co. of Wellesley, Massachusetts, 
which represents Brasscraft in the northeast markets for 
plumbing, HVAC and hardware wholesale.

For more than 70 years, Brasscraft Mfg. has built its 
reputation on innovative quality products. One of the keys 
to the company’s success is the partnerships the com-

pany has built 
with many of 
its sales rep 
firms, like E.B. 
Lingel.

“Our long-
s t a n d i n g 
r e l a t i o n s h i p 
with Spike 
and Lingel 
Company is 
very important 
for a number of 
reasons,” said 
Mark Duford, 
Brasscraft Mfg. 

regional sales manager. “Enduring relationships dem-
onstrate the trust our representatives have for Brasscraft 
Mfg. Co., BrassCraft products and services, and confirm 
the lasting value our customers have received from our 
company.”

Visit www.brasscraft.com

Rich Simons Named Vice President, General 
Manager of Laars Heating Systems

Bradford White Corp. has appointed Rich Simons to 
the position of vice president and general manager for its 
subsidiary, Laars Heating Systems.

Prior to joining Laars, Simons held several high-level 
positions with Honeywell International, including director 
of Combustion Channel Management, Americas, where 
he developed commercial and industrial distribution part-
ner channel strategies.

Industry News

Left to right: “Spike” Lingel, E.B. Lingel 
Co.; Mark Duford, Brasscraft Mfg. Co. 
regional sales manager
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Does your hot water check out
when guests check in?

A cold shower makes  
everyone scream. 

Whether it’s the Innovation, AM Series or  

SmartPlate, AERCO’s hot water solutions  

deliver superior uptime reliability and  

precise temperature control in a whisper- 

quiet, compact footprint. AERCO can help  

keep rooms filled and guests happy.

AERCO’s hot water solutions. Performance  

you’ll never have reservations about. 

©2017 AERCO

800.526.0288 | aerco.com
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SEMCO’s NEUTON Receives U.S. Patent

SEMCO LLC, a supplier of IAQ equipment, was grant-
ed U.S. patent number 9,625,222 B2 for its NEUTON. 
The controllable chilled beam pump module (CCBPM) 
controls chilled beam air-conditioning and heating systems 
in zones or multiple-zone spaces for new or retrofit educa-
tion, health care and other commercial HVAC applications.

The NEUTON is monitored/controlled by a combination 
of sensors, electronic valves and the building management 
system (BMS) to deliver pinpoint chilled beam space tem-
peratures. 

The NEUTON development was a three-year team effort 
for four SEMCO employee inventors, led by project leader, 

Previous roles included product 
management and engineering man-
agement where he led both design 
and engineering teams on multiple 
initiatives. Simons has been closely 
associated with the boiler industry for 
most of his career. He brings to Laars 
over 30 years industry experience with 
numerous awards and patents to his 
credit.

Simons earned a BS in Engineering 
with a major in Electrical Engineering and Physics from 
Case Western Reserve University and an Executive MBA 
from the University of Minnesota – Carlson School of 
Business. His responsibilities at Laars Heating Systems 
will encompass the overall operation of the business, stra-
tegic direction and financial results.

“Rich is a general manager in every sense of the word,” 
said Bruce Carnevale, president and COO of Bradford 
White Corp. “He brings vast experience in engineering, 
marketing, management and industry leadership to Laars. 
In addition, Rich is a pragmatic problem-solver with an 
intense focus doing what is right for the customer. We 
couldn’t be more pleased to have Rich leading Laars 
Heating Systems.”

Visit www.bradfordwhite.com

The Circuit Solver Assembly combines all 
of the components typically specified with 
a balancing valve into a single package.

•  Reduce the number of components  
to be installed

•  Eliminate the need for manual balancing

•  Minimize potential leak points     

•  Save energy and support green initiatives

• Compact profile   

• All components are NSF 61 certified

Learn more at www.CircuitSolver.com

 NOW IN A SINGLE PACKAGE

Balancing  
Made  
Simple

Circuit Solver is a self-actuating thermostatic balancing valve 
that automatically and continuously maintains a set water 
temperature at the end of each domestic hot water supply.

THERMOMEGATECH:   THE WORLD LEADER IN 
SELF-ACTUATED TEMPERATURE CONTROL SOLUTIONS(877) 379-8258   |   www.CircuitSolver.com

Industry News
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for a Total Press System 
• Industry best warranty of 50 years on 

NIBCO Press fittings
• Wrot fittings made in the USA from 

100% North American pure copper
• Straight piping runs without deflection 

on large and small diameter fittings
• Experience the best customer service 

in the industry – as judged by our 
customers

 FIND 
 YOUR
FIT

FIND YOUR FIT AT NIBCO.COM/PRESS
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employees at Minnesota public, private and nonprofit 
organizations.

Uponor President and CEO Jyri Luomakoski said: 
“Being recognized again as a top workplace in Minnesota 
is a great achievement for the whole North American 
team. Our passionate employees have built confidence 
with our customers for close to 100 years and in North 
America for nearly 30 years.”

To qualify for the Star Tribune Top Workplaces, a com-
pany must have more than 50 employees in Minnesota. 
More than 2,000 companies were invited to participate; 
rankings were composite scores calculated purely on the 
basis of employee responses. 

Visit www.uponor-usa.com

ASHRAE Celebrates Contributions, 
Achievements at 2017 Long Beach Annual 
Conference

ASHRAE recognized the achievements of 111 self-
less members and their contributions to furthering energy 
efficiency in the heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and 
refrigeration industry during the 2017 Annual Conference. 

Zahid H. Ayub, Ph.D., P.E., received the Louise and Bill 

John C. Fischer, director of Technology and Strategic 
Business Development. Other team members were Richard 
K. Mitchell, former product manager – Desiccant Wheels 
Division; Stephen P. Glen, test lab manager; and Steven 
S. Carroll, R&D specialist. The late Kirk T. Mescher, P.E., 
principal, CM Engineering, Columbia, Missouri, is also an 
inventor listed on the patent.

NEUTON’s emergence as the HVAC industry’s first 
CCBPM is giving chilled beam systems an edge in design, 
installation and operational costs versus alternatives, such 
as VRF and variable air volume systems.

Visit www.semcoenergygas.com

Uponor Named Top 150 Workplace for Fifth 
Straight Year

Uponor North America has been named one of the Top 
150 Workplaces in Minnesota by the Star Tribune, ranking 
18th on the large-size company list. This is the fifth year 
in a row the company has earned the Top 150 recognition. 

Top Workplaces recognizes the most progressive com-
panies in Minnesota based on employee opinions measur-
ing engagement, organizational health and satisfaction. 
The analysis included responses from more than 69,000 

Industry News
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The Leader in Condensing Technology

W E  M A K E  I T  E A S Y  T O  G O  T A N K L E S S

• Simply no waiting 
for factory racks

• Simply easy to install

• Simply more profi table

• Simply visit your local
Navien wholesaler and
pick up everything you need

us.navien.com

Introducing
Navien Ready-Link®

wall or rack manifold systems

Manifold mounting
made simple

1 Pick your 
Navien Units, 
NPE-A or NPE-S 2 Pick your 

location, 
wall or rack 3 Pick your 

manifold
kit 4 Pick your 

venting 
system
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an efficient hydronic system design.   
ESP-Systemwize is the evolution of Bell & Gossett’s 

ESP-Plus Online, integrating aspects of the previous pro-
gram while adding new user-friendly features to specify 
efficient pump systems.

The tool includes Bell & Gossett’s Part Load Efficiency 
Value (PLEV) selection criteria, a calculation that repre-
sents the efficiency of the pump at partial flow rates. Flow 
requirements fluctuate based on the heating and cooling 
needs of a building at any given time. Industry professionals 
select pumps at 100 percent load conditions.

The ESP-Systemwize guides industry professionals 
through the specification process by providing side-by-side 
product comparisons, an express select button that helps 
narrow down a pump search and an active warning system 
that alerts users of potential selection problems. ESP-
Systemwize is also searchable by groups of products — a 
click of the performance button analyzes a pump’s multiple 
speeds in real time, and the workplace tab offers additional 
product data.

Another feature is the option to create a customized proj-
ect schedule, share it with a manufacturer’s representative, 
and edit it, enabling the management of the entire system 
selection process in a single project schedule. Engineers 
and system designers can also generate submittals and 
download other technical documentation for information 
on proper installation and applications of the products they 
selected.

ESP-Systemwize will be updated regularly with new 
features and capabilities to maintain its status as the most 
comprehensive system selection software available today. 

Visit esp-systemwize.com

Plastics Pipe Institute Honors Members’ 
Achievements

The Plastics Pipe Institute Inc. (PPI), announced this 
year’s winners for its Members and Projects of the Year 
Awards Program at its annual meeting in Palm Beach, 
Florida. 

All entries submitted were reviewed, evaluated and voted 
upon by PPI members who hold leadership roles within 
PPI’s divisions. Winners were selected based on service 
contributions to the industry and achievements showcasing 
beneficial uses of plastics in pipe applications. In total, four 
projects and five individuals were honored. 

The PPI Building and Construction Division Project of 
the Year went to REHAU, which was commended for its 
work on the University of Chicago Residence Hall and 
Dining Commons.

The PPI Municipal and Industrial Division Project of the 
Year was awarded to ISCO Industries for its work on the 
City of Miami Beach 54-inch sanitary sewer main replace-
ment project.

The PPI Power and Communications Division Project 
of the Year went to Southwire for its work on the Mentone, 
Texas multiple housing complex.

Visit plasticpipe.org

Holladay Distinguished Fellow Award. This annual award 
is given to an ASHRAE Fellow for continuous preeminence 
in engineering or research work. The honor was initiated 
in 1979 by Presidential Member Bill Holladay. Ayub is the 
Technical Director of Isotherm, Inc., which is located in 
Arlington, Texas.

Steven T. Taylor, P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, received the 
Andrew T. Boggs Service Award. The award, named 
after ASHRAE’s executive vice president emeritus, recog-
nizes an Exceptional Service Award recipient for continu-
ing unselfish, dedicated and distinguished service. Taylor 
serves as principal of Taylor Engineering, LLC, which is 
located in in Alameda, California.

The Distinguished 50-Year Member Award is given to 
individuals who have been a member for a minimum of 
50 years, and who have performed outstanding service. 16 
members received the award, and their names can be found 
on ASHRAE’s website.

Visit www.ashrae.org

IAPMO Standards Council Issues TIA UPC-004-
15, Rejects TIA UPC-003-15

The IAPMO Standards Council issued one Tentative 
Interim Amendment and rejected another affecting the 2015 
edition of the Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC).

TIA UPC-004-15 revises some values in UPC Table 
501.1(1) pertaining to water heater first hour ratings. The 
rejected TIA UPC-003-15 proposed that new language be 
added to Section 710.6 Backwater Valves in the 2015 UPC.

Both TIAs were balloted through the Plumbing Technical 
Committee in accordance with the Regulations Governing 
Committee Projects to determine if there existed the neces-
sary three-fourths majority support on technical merit and 
emergency nature to establish the recommendation for 
issuance. In the case of TIA UPC- 004-15, the letter ballot 
passed on both accounts. TIA UPC-003-15 failed on both 
accounts.

To examine TIA UPC-004-15 in its entirety, visit 
IAPMO’s website.

TIAs are proposals based on the determination of an 
emergency nature. They require prompt action to amend 
code that contains an error or omission that was overlooked 
during the regular code development process, contains a 
conflict within the document or with another IAPMO docu-
ment, or to correct a hazard, promote an advancement in 
safeguarding the public or provide an opportunity to correct 
an adverse impact on a product or method of installation.

Visit www.iapmo.org

Bell & Gossett Launches ESP-Systemwize 
Selection Tool

Xylem’s Bell & Gossett brand has introduced ESP-
Systemwize, an online selection tool that provides HVAC 
and plumbing system designers the ability to choose all 
system components within a single integrated tool to ensure 

Industry News
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During the summer months, most ASPE Chapters take a break. � e purpose is to enjoy a little time off  and 
spend the summer with family and friends. Another reason for the break is to recharge the batteries as we 
get ready to start the latest ASPE season of technical meetings. Chapters have been planning for the past few 
months, and September is typically the fi rst technical meeting of the ASPE fi scal year. One of the issues that 
we heard about during the Region Meetings was fi nding qualifi ed speakers for our meetings. � e Speakers 
Bureau is a great place on the ASPE website to fi nd qualifi ed presenters (aspe.org/speakersbureau). All of the 
speakers have presented at a Technical Symposium, Convention, or Chapter meeting and have received good 
reviews. If your Chapter is looking to fi ll your speaker needs, this is a great resource that I suggest you check 
out. You can search by location, speaker name, or topic, and there are many diff erent topics from which you 
can choose. In return, all we ask is that the Chapters submit their monthly speaker evaluation forms. It’s 
important to have the Chapters’ input as to the quality of the presentations that are being provided by our 
industry so we can update the Speakers Bureau regularly. � is way every other Chapter can benefi t from your 
experience when they are looking for a speaker.

Another comment that we heard during the Region Meetings was that some Chapters did not earn enough 
points in the past year to qualify for the Award of Merit. Don’t let this year get started off  on the wrong foot. 
� e fi scal year is young, and now is the time for everyone to determine how they plan on achieving the award 
in 2018. � ere are some prerequisites that must be met to win the award, but these are no diff erent than 
any other year and are easy to attain. � e Policy & Operations Manual outlines the basic requirements that a 
Chapter needs to follow whether you are attempting to win the award or not. Provided you are following the 
P&O Manual, your Chapter will have easily met the prerequisites and will be on its way to earning the award. 
In addition to the prerequisites, your Chapter needs to earn additional points in some other categories. � ese 
include Chapter Activity, Education, Financial Aid, and Plumbing Engineering Awareness. Each of these cat-
egories is further broken down into areas such as membership growth, committee participation, supplemental 
technical meetings, humanitarian initiatives, peer networking, school outreach, and mentorship programs. In 
my opinion, none of these initiatives are diffi  cult to achieve, but they do require a little pre-planning. ASPE 
can provide you with all of the materials and guidance you will need if you choose to participate in any of 
these activities. � e mission of the Society in part is to enhance and promote the profession of plumbing engi-
neering, and by achieving the Award of Merit this year, your Chapter will have accomplished the goals that 
defi ne our presence.

� e ASPE Research Foundation (RF) is still in place, but the wheels are still turning as we transition this 
entity into an Education & Research Foundation (E&RF). � is change was a topic of discussion during some 
of the Region Meetings, so I want to address a few of the concerns. First, the funds that have been gener-
ously donated to the RF are still in that account and are earmarked for research. Once the E&RF is offi  cially 
created, the funds that are in the RF account will be transferred to the E&RF account. � e same holds true 
for the contributions to the Education Fund; these funds will also be transferred to the E&RF account. � e 
purpose of the E&RF is to develop and present educational programs for our members. We will also be doing 
some research projects once we have suffi  cient funds. � is new approach will allow us to pool the funds that 
we have received for both the RF and the Education Fund so we can generate more educational programs. 
� is new model should attract the interest of manufacturers and others in the industry, and hopefully they 
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will see the benefi ts of contributing to these eff orts. Once we have 
enough funding to do some research, we can take the lessons learned 
from those projects and develop new training sessions to educate our 
members on the results of the research. � is is a win-win for everyone 
involved and will make membership that much more benefi cial. 

Have you checked out the ASPE website lately? I recently was look-
ing through the ASPE History pages under the About ASPE tab on the 
website and was amazed. � ere is a lot of information on the Society 
that goes all the way back to the very beginning, including a historical 
timeline for the Society and the Chapters along with many photos and 
lists of past award winners. Since 1964 when the Society fi rst came 
into existence, there have been many accomplishments along the way. 
� e Society has obviously grown in total membership, but we have 
also evolved over the years. Just look at all of the committees, special-
interest groups, and projects in which we are currently involved. 

ASPE members care about this industry and want to be involved. 
Many of our members take time out of their busy schedules to help 
their local Chapter or to sit on a committee to make a diff erence. 
� ere obviously is a lot of pride in being an ASPE member, and this 
is evident going back to our roots. Just reading through this informa-
tion gives you a sense that our members care. � ey saw the value of 
being a member then, and they still do today. Our goal is to continue 
that tradition of pride in the Society as we look to our members to get 
involved, whether at the Chapter level or the Society level. Just look at 
the pictures and the lists of accomplishments over the years. It makes 
me proud to be part of this tradition, and hopefully you will want to 
take part in making ASPE history. � ere is honor in being a member, 
and there is value in belonging to this Society. 

Congratulations Alfred Steele 
Scholarship Recipients!
ASPE is pleased to announce that the following students received 
Alfred Steele Scholarships this year to help them continue their pursuit 
of a career in engineering:
» Rachel Gendich, who attends Lawrence Technological University, 

is studying Architectural Engineering, and has a 3.0 GPA, received 
$3,000.

» Samantha Falkowski, who attends the University of Rhode Island, 
is studying Industrial and Systems Engineering, and has a 3.2 GPA, 
received $1,500.

» Cyrus Blackmore, who attends Purdue University, is currently unde-
clared, and has a 4.0 GPA, received $500.

WOA Announces SWE Conference Winners
� e Women of ASPE will be representing ASPE at the Society of 
Women Engineers WE17 conference being held in Austin, Texas on 
October 26–28 and recently held a raffl  e to give away two free registra-
tions. � e winning recipients are Renae Torborg, PE, of the Minnesota 
Chapter, and Ashley Hayes Turlington, CPDT, of the Dallas/Ft. 
Worth Chapter.

ASPE A�  liate Sponsors Renew 
for the Upcoming Year
ASPE is pleased to announce that the following Affi  liate Sponsors have 
renewed their status for the next year:
» Holdrite, a leading manufacturer of secondary pipe supports, acous-

tic isolation solutions, fi restopping sleeves, equipment supports, 
water heater accessories, and DWV solutions, was recently acquired 
by Reliance Worldwide Corporation. 

» A member of the International Code Council’s Family of Compa-
nies, ICC-Evaluation Service is a recognized provider of evaluation 
reports and listings off ering evidence that plumbing, mechanical, 
and fuel gas (PMG) products and systems meet the requirements of 
codes and technical standards. 

» Part of the McWane family of companies, AB&I Foundry and Tyler 
Pipe & Coupling are both leading U.S. manufacturers of cast iron 
soil pipe and fi ttings.
For more information on the program, visit aspe.org/affi  liates or 

contact Brian Henry at bhenry@aspe.org.

Our Newest Promo Video Is Now Available
Go to youtu.be/YGnhHTVkMLM to hear what news ASPE Executive 
Director/CEO Billy Smith, FASPE, has to share about the upcoming 
ASPE Technical Symposium this October in Montreal.

Visit aspe.org/CPDT-Exam for eligibility requirements and to register.

‘17 CPDT Exam

EXAM DATES:  
October 5 & 6, 2017

REGISTRATION 
NOW 
OPEN

Registration closes September 15
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we heard about during the Region Meetings was fi nding qualifi ed speakers for our meetings. � e Speakers 
Bureau is a great place on the ASPE website to fi nd qualifi ed presenters (aspe.org/speakersbureau). All of the 
speakers have presented at a Technical Symposium, Convention, or Chapter meeting and have received good 
reviews. If your Chapter is looking to fi ll your speaker needs, this is a great resource that I suggest you check 
out. You can search by location, speaker name, or topic, and there are many diff erent topics from which you 
can choose. In return, all we ask is that the Chapters submit their monthly speaker evaluation forms. It’s 
important to have the Chapters’ input as to the quality of the presentations that are being provided by our 
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can provide you with all of the materials and guidance you will need if you choose to participate in any of 
these activities. � e mission of the Society in part is to enhance and promote the profession of plumbing engi-
neering, and by achieving the Award of Merit this year, your Chapter will have accomplished the goals that 
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purpose of the E&RF is to develop and present educational programs for our members. We will also be doing 
some research projects once we have suffi  cient funds. � is new approach will allow us to pool the funds that 
we have received for both the RF and the Education Fund so we can generate more educational programs. 
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will see the benefi ts of contributing to these eff orts. Once we have 
enough funding to do some research, we can take the lessons learned 
from those projects and develop new training sessions to educate our 
members on the results of the research. � is is a win-win for everyone 
involved and will make membership that much more benefi cial. 

Have you checked out the ASPE website lately? I recently was look-
ing through the ASPE History pages under the About ASPE tab on the 
website and was amazed. � ere is a lot of information on the Society 
that goes all the way back to the very beginning, including a historical 
timeline for the Society and the Chapters along with many photos and 
lists of past award winners. Since 1964 when the Society fi rst came 
into existence, there have been many accomplishments along the way. 
� e Society has obviously grown in total membership, but we have 
also evolved over the years. Just look at all of the committees, special-
interest groups, and projects in which we are currently involved. 

ASPE members care about this industry and want to be involved. 
Many of our members take time out of their busy schedules to help 
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� ere obviously is a lot of pride in being an ASPE member, and this 
is evident going back to our roots. Just reading through this informa-
tion gives you a sense that our members care. � ey saw the value of 
being a member then, and they still do today. Our goal is to continue 
that tradition of pride in the Society as we look to our members to get 
involved, whether at the Chapter level or the Society level. Just look at 
the pictures and the lists of accomplishments over the years. It makes 
me proud to be part of this tradition, and hopefully you will want to 
take part in making ASPE history. � ere is honor in being a member, 
and there is value in belonging to this Society. 

Congratulations Alfred Steele 
Scholarship Recipients!
ASPE is pleased to announce that the following students received 
Alfred Steele Scholarships this year to help them continue their pursuit 
of a career in engineering:
» Rachel Gendich, who attends Lawrence Technological University, 

is studying Architectural Engineering, and has a 3.0 GPA, received 
$3,000.

» Samantha Falkowski, who attends the University of Rhode Island, 
is studying Industrial and Systems Engineering, and has a 3.2 GPA, 
received $1,500.

» Cyrus Blackmore, who attends Purdue University, is currently unde-
clared, and has a 4.0 GPA, received $500.
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� e Women of ASPE will be representing ASPE at the Society of 
Women Engineers WE17 conference being held in Austin, Texas on 
October 26–28 and recently held a raffl  e to give away two free registra-
tions. � e winning recipients are Renae Torborg, PE, of the Minnesota 
Chapter, and Ashley Hayes Turlington, CPDT, of the Dallas/Ft. 
Worth Chapter.
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ASPE is pleased to announce that the following Affi  liate Sponsors have 
renewed their status for the next year:
» Holdrite, a leading manufacturer of secondary pipe supports, acous-
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water heater accessories, and DWV solutions, was recently acquired 
by Reliance Worldwide Corporation. 

» A member of the International Code Council’s Family of Compa-
nies, ICC-Evaluation Service is a recognized provider of evaluation 
reports and listings off ering evidence that plumbing, mechanical, 
and fuel gas (PMG) products and systems meet the requirements of 
codes and technical standards. 
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Pipe & Coupling are both leading U.S. manufacturers of cast iron 
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Happy August to all. Well, hopefully August is a good time in your 
calendar, as in many cases this time of year can mean the end of an 
enjoyable summer that included some vacation time with family and 
friends mixed into the equation of trying to balance our often too-busy 
schedules. One rat race may be coming to an end; however, the next rat 
race is soon to begin. I fi nd this analogy to be so true as during a recent 
business trip, long days of meetings tagged to evening social and collab-
orative events with industry partners brought about an angry reaction 
when the morning alarm clock reminded me so acutely that time does 
not and will not slow for any of us. 

So, how do we react appropriately when the sands in the hourglass 
are speeding up relative to our time constraints? Well, we get up with 
the understanding that “here we go again” with a positive and eager 
view of our goals for the days, weeks, months, and years ahead. Sounds 
simple and easy, right? However, it’s never that easy. 

With that in mind, I would like to recall my column of exactly 12 
months ago, the August 2016 column about being successful and what 
can lead to success. I think a brief reminder of these simple components 
to our day and mindset is very important. � e August 2016 column 
listed 10 things that each of us should focus on to make each endeavor 
as successful as possible. Setting a positive mindset by instilling the 
following will allow each of us to claim success, regardless of the spe-
cifi c results. Begin your next day with the understanding that you will 
implement these attributes: Being on Time, Work Ethic, Eff ort, Body 
Language, Energy, Attitude, Passion, Being Coachable, Doing Extra, 
and Being Prepared. As the column suggests, let’s take the fi rst step and 
begin bringing success to whatever we do. 

Speaking of being successful and/or bringing success, I just want to 
give a quick reminder to check out my latest video about all of the great 
events and benefi ts that will be provided for our ASPE members who 
are fortunate enough to attend the upcoming Technical Symposium 
in Montreal. I can assure you that our crack ASPE Staff  continues to 
amaze the Hollywood executives with their array of abilities in fi lming, 
especially considering what they must deal with as to the on-screen lack 
of talent. It is what it is. You can only use so much makeup. Check it 
out at 2017tech.aspe.org.

Adding on to the Symposium video comment, I would like to con-
tinue off ering reminders as to your need for planning to attend the 2017 
Technical Symposium in Montreal on October 19–22. I would encour-
age each of you to visit the Symposium website and learn about all of 
the events mentioned in our most recent video in more detail, especially 

the technical sessions being provided to help you gain the necessary 
CEUs for your certifi cation compliance needs. Also, please don’t forget 
that you will need a passport if you don’t already have one, and if you 
already have a passport, don’t forget to update it if needed. Again, let’s 
all remember to load the French translation app onto your smartphone. 
� is app will be very helpful during your enjoyable time in Montreal. 

With some more recent episodes of continued fraudulent emails 
being sent to some of our ASPE members requesting an immediate wire 
transfer of funds, I feel a strong need to give additional notifi cation 
through this column of a letter I sent to all Chapter Offi  cers relative 
to these fi nancially dangerous extortion eff orts. For all of our industry 
members’ convenience, below I’ve included the text from the letter:

“Dear ASPE Chapter Offi  cer,
“It has come to our attention that someone is attempting to steal 

money from ASPE Chapters. � e fraudulent scheme consists of an 
email sent to the Chapter Treasurer that appears to originate from the 
Chapter President, requesting a wire transfer. � e email indicates that 
immediate emergency payment needs to be made to the Society and 
provides an account to which the payment should be wired.

“If you receive an email like this, do NOT reply and do NOT wire 
any funds. � is is a fraud, and it is no joke. Contact your Chapter Presi-
dent immediately to apprise them of the situation and to verify that 
they did not send the email. Never respond to any message that asks 
you for personal information or to send money.

“One way to tell that the email is fraudulent is to check the email 
address against your Chapter President’s email address. It most likely 
will diff er in a small, but not easily noticeable, way. We are not sure if 
the emails are coming from a single individual or multiple persons, so 
be vigilant.

“Please also let the Society know if you have received such an email 
and if you need assistance in properly reporting this serious situation. 
Regardless, you do need to report this situation to the local authorities.

“You can contact me directly at 334-318-2510 or bsmith@aspe.
org or our Finance Director, Don � urner, at 847-296-0002 x228 or 
dthurner@aspe.org for more information or assistance.”

Regarding my recent industry travels and participation with our 
industry partners, I’ll add a few updates as follows. As Chair of the 
ASME A112 Main Standards Committee, I attended the meetings that 
were held in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Some of the meetings held were for 
working groups for fl oor drains (A112.6.3), roof drains (A112.6.4), 
trench drains (A112.6.8), interceptors (A112.14.3), and ASME/CSA 
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New ASPE Members
Alabama Chapter 

Karl A. Jakob  
Atlanta Chapter 

Charblres Traylor 
Boston Chapter 

Greg McCarthy 
Peter Sampson 

British Columbia Chapter
Yogesh Kumar Dubey, PE
Gideon Loh 

Central Florida Chapter
Ramon Jose Morales 

Central Indiana Chapter
Chris Wood 

Central Ohio Chapter
Matt Minton 

Central Texas Chapter
Bill Franklin Cheek 
Michael Fedrid 
Jesse Ibarra Hernandez  
Wendy L. Junod 

Chicago Chapter
Samantha Wellington Jones 
Alex A. Rigoni, PE

Cleveland Chapter
Adam M. Lesiak 

Dallas/Ft. Worth Chapter
Brandon Michael Bucher 
Robert Rennie Burling  

Denver Chapter  
Will Dutcher 

Eastern Michigan Chapter
Brian Paul Chinery
Kari Lynn Rosteck 

Evansville Chapter
Dan Holmes 
Ryan Moore 
Antonio Neto 

Greater Toronto Area Chapter 
Roumen Haralampiev  

Houston Chapter
Diana Karina Limon-Ton 
Lawrence Richardson 

Intermountain Chapter 
Robert R.S. Wood 

Kansas City Chapter
Steve Mason 
John Patrick Melies  
Matthew Alan Strathman 

Los Angeles Chapter
Donn M. Campbell 
Eddie Dombrowski 
Alan Elmont 
Sara Kim 
Marisa Maria Lomeli  

Member at Large
Michael Owens 
Bao D. Pham 

Miami Chapter
Shaun Nicholas Dubbs 

Minnesota Chapter
Dakota Branham 
Thomas William De Genaro  

Montreal Chapter
Francis Hosson 

Nashville Chapter
Lydia Faith Ramsey 

New Orleans Chapter
James A. Carroll 
Cody Mitchell Husser 

New York City Chapter
Anthony Joseph Alduino, PE  

North Florida Chapter 
Kristin Marie Anderson  

Northern California Chapter
Erin Blair Pomidor, PE

Oklahoma Chapter
Matt Becker 

Orange County Chapter
Gretchen York Mosier 
Monica M. Palacios 
Christopher Eric Wallace  

Overseas Chapter 
Hubert S. Chan 
Allan Dumalay  

Philadelphia Chapter
Bin Li  
James Dominic Piscopo, PE

Raleigh Chapter
Robert T. Schwachenwald 

Richmond Chapter
Matthew Lewis Taylor IV

San Diego Chapter
Mike Riddle 

San Francisco Chapter
Bryan Nieva Cuellar  
Gabriel Romero 

Southern Nevada Chapter 
Ian Robert Thomason 

St. Louis Chapter
Margaret Jean Bailey, P.Eng 
George Edward Bergen, PE, LEED AP
Dan Patrick Grace 

West Coast Florida Chapter
James Kenan Austin 

Western Michigan Chapter
John Oyer

harmonized standards for plumbing fi xtures, the A112/CSA B125 
JHTG (Joint Harmonization Task Group), the A112/CSA B45 JHTG, 
and the CSA/IAPMO JHTG on plumbing fi xtures. � ese meetings 
were held in conjunction with the 2017 CSA Group Conference, there-
fore allowing our industry professionals to handle the collaborative 
eff orts relative to the applicable industry plumbing standards.

Additionally, with my serving as the ASPE voting member for 
ASHRAE SPC 188: Legionellosis—Risk Management for Building 
Water Systems, I attended the 2017 ASHRAE Conference and par-
ticipated in the two-day committee meetings. Most of the plumbing 
industry’s experts relative to the design, inspection, and maintenance of 
products, systems, and facilities are involved in the continual updating 
of this important document. 

In closing, I want to check with you to see how many remember the 
question I asked at the end of last month’s column. Do you remember? 
It’s an important question to me and can be connected to the word 
success. Well, for those of you who don’t recall the question, I’ll share it 
here: “Oh, by the way, are you an ASPE member? If not, you can be.” 

As to success, this isn’t just about ASPE’s success; it’s also important 
to yours. Let’s plan now to be an important part of all of our success. 
Simply visit our website at aspe.org to begin the process of becoming an 
ASPE member.

I’m looking forward to seeing each of you in Montreal. You have 
registered, right? Oui!

2017 Tech 
SymposiumASPE

Thank You Sponsors!

The Leader in Condensing Technology

BIBBY-STE-CROIX

WOA Announces Its New Facebook Group
WOA invites women in the industry to join this gathering space for 
ideas, planning, and general communication to build awareness of the 
Women of ASPE. You can sign up to join the group here: 
facebook.com/groups/203299903473073.
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The UK government and building industry are doing 
a lot of soul-searching in the aftermath of the tragic 
Grenfell Tower fire in London. In certain respects, 

perhaps we also may need to do some soul-searching.
Presently, there are 80 confirmed fatalities from the fire, 

which occurred shortly after midnight on June 14. 
The apparent cause of the fire was a refrigerator in a 

dwelling unit on the third floor of this 24-story high-rise 
apartment building. It is reported the fire in the dwelling 
unit ignited aluminum clad insulating panels on the build-
ing exterior. The fire then proceeded to extend up the build-
ing exterior, igniting fires on upper floors as it went. 

You may have seen video of the event on the news. The 
building burned like a roman candle, similar to several 
recent fires in Dubai, China, Russia, the Philippines and 
France.

The Grenfell Tower was constructed in 1974; the build-
ing had 120 apartment units. Four years ago, the building 
underwent a refurbishment that included the installation of 
the aluminum clad insulating panels to improve the building 
appearance and its energy efficiency.  

Early reports indicate the aluminum-clad insulation that 
was provided and installed contained a polyethylene core. 
This metal panel with the PE core was apparently substi-
tuted in place of the specified, but more costly, metal panel 
from the same manufacturer which had a fire-retardant 
mineral core.

There are conflicting reports as to whether the use of the 
panels with the PE core was in violation of British building 
fire regulations. Here are various quotes from reports on the 
fire which demonstrate the confusion around the question 
of the legality of the PE panels:

• British Finance Minister Philip Hammond said the 

type of panels used, which are cheaper than non-combus-
tible panels, were banned for use in high-rise buildings in 
Britain, as they are in Europe and the U.S.

• Safety experts say the regulations are not black and 
white as they consider the overall safety of a project, taking 
account of how the safety measures interact. This “princi-
ples-based” (performance-based) approach is different than 
the highly specific “rules-based” (prescriptive) approach to 
regulation taken in the U.S.

• The Building Research Establishment (BRE) has been 
engaged to test the cladding on 600 high-rise towers. It has 
failed combustible Grenfell-type cladding on all 95 UK 
towers it has tested. (Since this initial statement a total of 
181 failures have now been recorded.)

• The BRE, which sets safety regulations in the British 
construction industry, told ministers a year ago that its high-
rise fire regulations were “adequate.”

• The document from last year says: “There is currently 
no evidence … to suggest that current building regulation 
recommendations, to limit vertical fire spread up the exte-
rior of high-rise buildings, are failing in their purpose.”

• Britain’s “convoluted” fire regulations were last 
reviewed in 2005 and are a “total mess,” according to 
experts.

• A loophole allows projects to be approved by fire safety 
inspectors based on the “opinion” of an expert and more 
stringent tests can be avoided if they use a “desktop study.” 

• Downing Street has even admitted it is still trying to 
“get to the bottom of” whether flammable cladding found 
on 95 blocks is illegal in Britain.

• Fire safety experts have questioned the testing methods 
previously used on cladding and claimed there was a “lack 
of transparency” around how they were deemed to be of 
limited combustibility.

The fire has also raised concerns that fire safety may 
be taking a back seat to building sustainability and energy 
efficiency. 

From “Insulating skin on high-rises has fueled fires 
before London,” published June 18 by Justin Pritchard of 
the AP: U.S. Green Building Council, said that the Grenfell 
tragedy holds safety lessons. “We stand with those who 
will learn these lessons in honest efforts to advance the 
aligned goals of life/safety and environmental building per-
formance,” said Brendan Owens, an engineer and senior 
vice president at the council. “Compromising life/safety in 
search of environmental gain is not a choice.

Nice sentiments, but … In 2012, fire safety experts 
invited green building representatives to a symposium in 
Chicago. The engineers’ concern was that various green 
requirements could inadvertently conspire to increase fire 
danger. Brian Meacham, a fire protection engineering 
professor at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, addressed the 
gathering and said he did not sense much interest in fire 

Grenfell Tower

FPE Corner
By Samuel S. Dannaway, PE, FSFPE

A tragic warning to the building industry. 

Mark Your Calendars.  

Please plan to attend Fire Engineering Solutions 
for the Built Environment, The 12th International 
Conference on Performance Based Codes and Fire 
Safety Design Methods, Hilton Hawaiian Village, Oahu, 
Hawaii, April 23-27, 2018. For more info go to sfpe.org   
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safety within the green building industry then — or since. 
“I think they view it as outside of their agenda,” Meacham 
said. “I don’t think they’re being necessarily mean about 
it; I think it’s more ignorance of the issues.”

It is understandable that much of the focus of the outcry 
and investigation is on the PE panels.

But it is important to remember that, as with all major 
life-loss fires, many factors come into play.

For example, at the 2003 Station nightclub fire in 
Rhode Island where 100 people were killed,  it was the 
combination of illegal use of pyrotechnics, highly com-
bustible exposed acoustical insulation, lack of automatic 
sprinklers and a poorly arranged egress system that com-
bined to make the life loss so horrific.

At Grenfell, other factors also appear to be in play. 
Most significantly are the fact that upper floors only had 
one exit stair (see the floor plan sketch), and the building 
did not have automatic sprinklers.

It is difficult for us in the U.S. to conceive of a resi-
dential high-rise building with a single exit from an upper 
floor.

Apparently, at least as late as 1974, when the Grenfell 
Towers was constructed, a single exit was considered 
adequate by British fire regulations. It would be of interest 
to know if it is still possible in the UK to design a high rise 
residential tower with a single exit stair. Given the current 
controversy surrounding the “principles-based” approach 
to UK building fire safety design, I would not be surprised 
if one could. 

The fact that the building was not originally provided 
with automatic sprinklers and that sprinklers were not ret-
rofitted into the structure can be explained, at least in part, 
by the British building regulations’ reliance on passive 
fire protection over active fire protection. Passive fire pro-
tection revolves around the concept of containing the fire 
through compartmentation using such passive measures 
as fire barriers, fire doors, firestopping and fire dampers. 
Active fire protection measures would, of course, include 
automatic sprinklers and fire alarm and detection systems. 

In a June 29 column on Salon.com, “Could a tragedy 
like the Grenfell Tower fire happen in the U.S.?”  Professor 
Meacham states, “However, the concept (compartmenta-
tion) only works when the initial fire is contained. That 
didn’t happen at Grenfell Tower. Once the fire reached 
the external cladding, it spread rapidly. If the building’s 
residents had their windows open for ventilation, the fire 
could have spread even faster. The heat just outside could 
have ignited drapes or other items near the windows.” 

So, could a Grenfell Tower like incident occur in the 
U.S.?  Of course, it is possible but the following experts 
agree that is it not likely.

From his Salon.com column, Professor Meacham 
writes: In the U.S., most fire codes limit the use of com-
bustible exterior cladding material, particularly on high-
rise buildings. The requirements for automatic sprinklers 
and at least two escape routes from every floor add depth 
to these defenses. Together, these rules increase the 
chance that a small fire will be put out quickly, reduce 
its ability to spread up the side of the building, and help 
people get out if they need to. 

From the Daily Caller on June 17th Robert Solomon, 
assistant vice president for Building and Life Safety 
Codes at NFPA: I don’t see this happening in the U.S. 
We actually apply a very constrictive and restrictive test 
protocol to those types of systems (exterior metal clad 
insulating panels) on buildings. There’s not a compa-
rable system applied to the cladding in the U.K.

The referred to strict requirements for these metal 
plans are from NFPA 285: Standard Fire Test Method 
for Evaluation of Fire Propagation Characteristics of 
Exterior Non-Load-Bearing Wall Assemblies Containing 
Combustible Components. Both the International 
Building Code and NFPA 5000 require materials to 
comply with NFPA 285 in buildings over 40 feet in 
height above grade. The Grenfell Tower was about 220 
feet in height.

The Grenfell Tower fire exemplifies many of the 
issues of concern to the building construction industry. I 
think these would include:

• The need for clear and understandable building and 
fire codes which also keep up with rapidly changing 
building technology  

• The need for proper enforcement of those codes 
• Issues with performance-based building fire safety 

design
• Issues with the adequacy of current fire test methods 

given the rapidly changes in building technology
• Ensuring that efforts to provide sustainable and 

energy-efficient buildings do not compromise building 
fire safety

• Issues with over reliance on passive fire protection 
measures

We may feel safe in the thought that a similar event 
is not likely to occur in the U.S. Still building industry 
professionals in the vanguard of building fire safety in 
the U.S. should not be lured into complacency. We too 
need to do some soul-searching. l

 Samuel S. Dannaway, P.E., FSFPE, is a licensed 
fire protection engineer and mechanical engineer with 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of 
Maryland Department of Fire Protection Engineering. 
He is a past president and Fellow of the Society of 
Fire Protection Engineers. He is vice president of Fire 
Protection Technology at Coffman Engineers Inc., a 
multi-discipline engineering firm with over 360 employ-
ees across eight offices. Dannaway can be reached at 
dannaway@coffman.com. 

FPE Corner

The fact that the building was not originally 
provided with automatic sprinklers and that 
sprinklers were not retrofitted into the struc-
ture can be explained, at least in part, by the 
British building regulations’ reliance on passive 

fire protection over active fire protection.
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Continued on page 00

This ‘Solar Solutions’ column has just passed an 
auspicious milestone – 100 articles and counting. 
In these past columns, I have presented a wide 

spectrum related to the design and installation of inte-
grated solar hydronic systems in buildings (a.k.a. solar 
combisystems). Each article represents a small piece of a 
larger puzzle that provides a roadmap for hydronic solar 
heating system deployment on a larger scale. 

These strategies don’t only apply to solar heating 
applications but have been installed in all kinds of 
hydronic heating applications where multiple sources of 
heat are connected to multiple heating loads. In fact, the 
term “solar heating” in this column can be substituted 
for nearly any combination of renewable heat or high 
efficiency hydronic alternative technologies. In past col-
umns, I have mentioned existing installations that include 
wood boilers, waste heat recovery and ground-source 
heat pumps, for example. 

Just in case you missed some of the earlier articles, 
I would like to take this occasion to review some key 
strategies covered in the last nine years, starting with a 
concept I have come to think of as the ‘Prime Directive’ 
(with apologies to Star Trek).

The Prime Directive: “It must be an upgrade.”
We cannot expect solar and renewables to be widely 

accepted in the larger consumer market, unless they are 
at least as reliable and trouble-free as conventional hot-
water boiler systems. And, they will not become a sought-
after and desirable upgrade by homeowners and building 
managers unless they demonstrate consistent reliable per-
formance and longevity better than conventional, with the 
fingertip control that we have come to expect in hybrid 
cars and photo voltaic (PV) solar electric systems.  

This defines the Prime Directive, which states: “Always 
design and install solar heating equipment that is at least 
as reliable and trouble-free as the conventional system it 
replaces. Whenever possible, provide high performance, 
longevity and control that surpasses the conventional 
alternatives.”

So, for example, as our world increasingly embraces 
automatic operation, intelligent computer control and 
internet connectivity, our “new standard” solar heating 
installations no longer require manual intervention to per-
form the complex sequence of operations from month to 
month and season to season. The solar/hydronic systems 
we are installing today are designed to be “fail safe,” and 
take care of themselves without requiring any special 
skill or knowledge from the occupants. Today, we have 
the technology and the field experience to make solar 
heating as good as, or better than, conventional heating 
technology. To ensure that solar heating will always be 
seen as an advance in technology and an upgrade to the 

building, follow the Prime Directive. Use these seven 
principles of good solar hydronic design as your guide:

The success of any solar hydronic home heating instal-
lation depends on the often-conflicting balance between 
any of these principles. Finding the balance between 
them defines the art of solar heating design and is the 
underlying theme of this column. 

Top design and installation strategies
In the past 100 articles, I have presented a lot of 

detailed recommendations for solar combisystems and 
related designs. Many of my recommendations are in 
direct response to the incomplete or unreliable installa-

Solar Solutions Rewind

Solar Solutions
By Bristol Stickney

Best hits from the past 100 articles.

The Seven Principles

The key ingredients for successful solar/hydronic 
design and installation can be described with seven 
objectives, listed below, roughly in order of their impor-
tance.  

1. RELIABLE – Make it reliable. There is NO “solar 
payback” and no benefit when it stops working.

2. EFFECTIVE – Think user satisfaction. The user 
expects consistent, controllable and comfortable results 
from their space heating and DHW heating, with or 
without solar.

3. COMPATIBLE – Make it compatible in every 
possible way. Avoid components, fluids, temperatures 
or pressures that are not compatible with the existing 
systems, the architecture, materials, human skill levels 
or any other constraints at each job site.

4. ELEGANT – Use less to do more. Fewer parts 
mean lower cost and fewer things to go wrong. 

Think of ways to use a single component to do two or 
three different functions.

5. SERVICEABLE – Make it easier to install, repair 
and adjust. Isolation valves, balance valves, air bleed-
ers and unions can save a lot of grief. Data logging and 
remote control are often worth the savings in service 
trips.

6. EFFICIENT – Build In thermal and electrical 
efficiency. The solar equipment, electrical components 
and controls must all work together to provide high 
energy performance and consistent comfort levels.

7. VERIFIABLE – Monitoring, metering, data-log-
ging and remote control. Performance must be demon-
strable, proven by data records that are easily accessible 
and easily displayed on demand.
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Martin E. Ismert Jr. starts Sioux 
Chief on August 16th

Martin’s brother Ted becomes Sioux 
Chief’s first full-time employee

Sioux Chief’s first fully automatic 
copper slug spinner is designed 
and built by Ted Ismert

3 employees,
10,000 sq/ft

Martin Ismert’s two eldest sons 
Mike and Joe purchase Sioux 
Chief and take over operations

Sioux Chief purchases its first 
injection press and begins 
molding plastic products

Sioux Chief enters the water hammer 
arrester market with the HydraRester™

65 employees,
50,200 sq/ft

Sioux Chief enters the light-commercial 
drainage market, acquiring Schier 
Drainage Products

Sioux Chief enters the PEX tube 
market with a state-of-the-art 
extrusion line

The OxBox™ and FinishLine™ 
products are launched

329 employees,
151,096 sq/ft

480 employees,
370,000 sq/ft

Sioux Chief expands its manufacturing, 
warehouse and distribution capabilities, 
moving into a new, 600,000 sq/ft 
headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri

675 employees, 
800,000 sq/ft

We’re Making it in America
Sioux Chief is proud to deliver value to our customers 
by creating innovations in plumbing products.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to serve you.  
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tion details found in earlier generations of solar heating 
installations. I have repaired, dismantled and remodeled 
many solar heating systems over the past 30 years. Here 
is a short list of good ideas that have appeared in these 
columns and have withstood the test of time. In recent 
years, they have proven their worth in hundreds of solar/
hydronic installations, both retrofit and new. I now 
include virtually all of these strategies in every combi-
system I design:

1. Documentation: Make a complete piping, wiring 
and control diagram.

Solar plumbing design and the controls are two sides 
of the same coin. The plumbing system will not work 
without compatible controls and vice versa. This does not 
happen by accident, and must be planned carefully before 
construction starts. The time spent documenting a com-
plete piping and wiring plan is rewarded many times over 
in the time saved during installation, startup and normal 
maintenance. It is also invaluable to the future users and 
service people throughout the considerable decades in the 
life of such a system.

2. Primary loop configuration: Standardize the 
solar/hydronic piping.

A primary loop “flow center” piping configuration 
allows multiple heat sources to be connected to mul-
tiple heat loads and provide heat (1) directly, or to (2) 
bypass any source or any load, or (3) allow simultaneous 
operation of any source or load. In past articles, I use a 
simple primary loop combisystem called ‘Combi 101’ 
to illustrate these features on a system that includes a 
bank of solar heat panels, a boiler, a domestic hot water 
tank and warm floor space heating.  Larger primary loop 
systems may also include swimming pools, baseboard 
zones, wood boilers and heat storage water tanks attached 
together on the same loop. (See Figure 85-1 for a sample 
schematic piping diagram.) Our company, AMENERGY-
Solarlogic, has developed a software design tool for 
our own use that speeds the design process of the “new 
standard” primary loop system. We call it the “Slash-D,” 
and it is available (free) for anyone to use through our 
website.

3. Direct in-floor solar heat storage: Use concrete 
floors instead of water tanks.

By using two-stage room thermostats integrated into 
the solar control system, the considerable thermal stor-
age capacity of concrete radiant heated floors can be 
used directly as solar heat storage. In many cases, this 
will downsize or even eliminate the need for large heat 
storage water tanks. (The “Slash-D” design software will 
help make that determination.) The same principal has 
been used successfully to heat swimming pools and hot 
tubs when radiant heat tubing is embedded in the concrete 
shell of a pool or spa.

4. Controlled overheat dissipation: Use controls to 
prevent collector overheat.

Solar heat collectors can cause a lot of trouble if 
the liquid inside them is allowed to overheat.  We now 
employ control systems that can dissipate extra heat 
safely into a pool, water tank, existing garage floor, ice 
melt sidewalk or other normal masonry heating zone to 
cool the collectors in a controlled way. When controlled 
properly, human comfort is not compromised and steam 
is prevented in the collectors, using already existing in-
floor or in-ground zone loops. This can eliminate the need 
for more complex cooling system add-ons.

5. Passive self-cooling: Some self-cooling methods 
work during a power failure.

Thermosyphon self-cooling fins can be added to any 
bank of flat plate solar heat collectors, as long as the pip-
ing inside and outside the collectors meets some simple 
prerequisites. Most of our recent solar combisystem 
installations include this cooling option to reduce the 
need for service over the long term. Drain-back solar 
heating systems will also survive power failures indefi-
nitely, because they empty themselves when the solar 
pump loses power. 

6. Night sky radiant cooling: Flat plate panels can 
be used at night for cooling. 

NSRC cooling can be accomplished using glazed 
flat-plate solar heat’ panels or work even better using 
unglazed flat panels (often used to heat swimming pools). 
In most recent installations, we have included control set-

tings that allow the warm floors to be cooled 
at night in summer by running the solar col-
lectors backwards at night. Similar control 
systems can be programmed to dissipate heat 
at night from overheating water tanks when the 
stored heat is not being consumed.

7. Performance verification: Data-loggers, 
remote display and remote control.

One of the chronic problems that has 
plagued the solar heating professional in the 
past is the difficulty in verifying that a com-
plex solar control system is working properly 
from season to season. Old-school controls 
required a site visit, where hours are spent in 
the mechanical room meditating over a slew of 
manual control settings. Hours can be spent on 
site trying to observe proper system response, 
which varies with the weather conditions. 
Some installers have added data-loggers to 

Solar Solutions
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capabilities mentioned in two through seven above in a 
single control box.

Final notes
These articles are targeted toward residential and 

small commercial buildings — smaller than 10,000 
square feet. The focus is on pressurized glycol/hydronic 
systems since these systems can be applied in a wide 
variety of building geometries and orientations with 
few limitations. Brand names, organizations, suppliers 
and manufacturers are mentioned in these articles only 
to provide examples for illustration and discussion and 
do not constitute any recommendation or endorsement. 
Back issues of this column can be found in the archives 
at the PHCPpros.com and SolarLogic LLC websites. l

Bristol Stickney has been designing, manufacturing, 
repairing and installing solar hydronic heating systems 
for more than 30 years. He holds a Bachelor of Science 
in Mechanical Engineering and is a licensed mechani-
cal contractor in New Mexico. He is the chief technical 
officer for AMENERGY-SolarLogic in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, where he is involved in solar hydronic installa-
tions, development of solar heating control systems and 
design tools for solar heating professionals. Visit www.
solarlogicllc.com for more information.

record temperatures and system status, so that a long-
term record of performance can be used to make better 
informed adjustments. Some conventional solar controls 
now come with a data card built in that can be removed 
and downloaded to your computer. These kinds of data-

loggers still require a trip to the site to gather the data. 
Internet enabled controls are now becoming more widely 
available where data can be accessed remotely without 
making a site visit.

Here at AMENERGY-SolarLogic, we have solved 
this problem by developing the SolarLogic Integrated 
Control (SLIC) system. This is an integrated control 
for “new standard” solar hydronic systems that includes 
data logging that can be downloaded over the internet. 
The SLIC also provides remote monitoring and remote 
adjustment and control over the internet.  And as an 
added bonus, it provides all the control functions and 
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Solar Solutions

The solar/hydronic systems we are installing 
today are designed to be “fail safe,” and take 

care of themselves without requiring any  
special skill or knowledge from the occupants.
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This is part one of a three-part column on emergency 
fixtures. Part one and two cover emergency fixture 
requirements in the Occupational Safety & Health 

Administration (OSHA) regulations for worker safety, the 
industry standard for emergency fixtures and the industry 
standard for temperature actuated mixing valves for emer-
gency fixtures and design discussion. Part three will cover 
a few of the OSHA interpretation letters in response to 
questions presented to OSHA about emergency fixtures. 

The OSHA Code of Federal Regulations OSHA 29 
CFR 1910.151 (c)

Emergency showers and eyewashes are required by 
federal law where workers can be exposed to hazardous 
materials in the workplace. The Federal Law is the U.S. 
Department of Labor, OSHA Code of Federal Regulations 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.151 (c), which requires suitable 
facilities for quick drenching or flushing of the eyes and 
body to be provided within the work area for immediate 
emergency use.

In the workplace, employers should always be aware of 
hazardous locations where employees should be required 
to wear personal protective equipment (PPE). In workplac-
es where corrosive chemicals are handled, OSHA requires 
facilities for quick drenching or flushing of the eyes and 
body in the work area for immediate emergency use. 

Emergency shower and eyewash equipment has evolved 
and been available for a long time, but it was not until 
1970, when OSHA was created, that emergency equipment 
and personal protective equipment became mandatory for 
workers. Prior to 1970, emergency equipment was vol-
untary compliance by mostly larger employers who were 
concerned about worker safety and could afford safety 
equipment training. Since 1970, OSHA has adopted sev-
eral regulations that refer to the use of emergency eyewash 
and shower equipment. The primary regulation contained 
in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) is as follows: 

29 CFR 1910.151. (c) Where the eyes or body of any 
person may be exposed to injurious corrosive materials, 
suitable facilities for quick drenching or flushing of the 
eyes and body shall be provided within the work area for 
immediate emergency use. 

American National Standard Institute (ANSI) Z358.1
The International Safety Equipment Association (ISEA) 

developed the industry standard for emergency shower 
and eyewash fixtures in accordance with the American 
National Institute's (ANSI) requirements. The document 
is titled: ANSI/ISEA Z358.1-2014 - American National 
Standard for Emergency Eyewash and Shower Equipment. 
It was originally adopted in 1981 with revisions in 1990, 
1998, 2004 and 2014. The ANSI/ISEA Z358.1 document is 
the industry standard, which outlines the specific require-

ments for emergency eyewash and shower equipment with 
respect to: installation, location, testing, performance, 
maintenance, training and use. 

Plumbing code requirements
The ANSI Z358.1-2014 standard was added to the 

model codes a couple of cycles ago. The codes now require 
compliance with the ANSI Z358.1-2014 standard when 
emergency fixtures are installed. In the last code cycle, 
which will take effect in the 2018 code the International 
Plumbing Code approved a code change to require, when 
emergency equipment is installed, the water supplied to the 
emergency fixtures shall be supplied through a device con-
forming to ASSE 1071 titled: Performance Requirements 
for Temperature Actuated Mixing Valves for Plumbed 
Emergency Equipment.

OSHA workplace inspections
Occupational Safety Inspections are typically sched-

uled to inspect workplaces on a regular basis by OSHA 
Inspectors. The inspections may occur randomly without 
prior notice. Inspections may occur due to a complaint, 
and they almost always occur due to a workplace injury 
accident.  

OSHA incident investigation
I was an expert witness for a workplace injury where 

a worker was burned on the face and chest by a burner 
assembly in a factory. He ran to the emergency shower and 
eyewash station to cool his burns. When he activated the 
emergency equipment, he was sprayed with black, slimy, 
bacteria-laden water flowing from the emergency shower 
and eyewash. He didn’t notice it at first because he was 
blinded by the burns. He looked down to see thick, black 
liquid flowing on the floor. He was overwhelmed by a sew-
age smell. The liquid slowly changed from black to orange. 
His skin was burned and sloughing off in some places as 
the bacteria laden water flowing from the emergency fix-
ture flushed bacteria and rust into his open burn wounds. 

The water had been sitting stagnant in the pipes for 
years, and the facility had not been flushing their emer-
gency equipment. The building owner was fined a signifi-
cant amount of money by OSHA for multiple violations. 
In addition to the OSHA fine, there was a personal injury 
lawsuit brought by the injured worker. The overall result 
was fines and litigation costs in the millions of dollars. 
This clearly demonstrates the need for regular flushing of 
emergency fixtures.

OSHA penalties
The penalties can be as little as a warning if OSHA 

notices an unsafe condition during a routine inspection. 
The penalties can include a monetary fine or even a facility 

Emergency Showers and Eye/Face Wash Equipment, Part I

Code Classroom
By Ron George, CPD

Following fixture requirements to prevent safety hazards. 
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mounted eyewashes and/or flexible drench hoses in lieu 
of combination shower and eye/face wash units. It should 
be noted that the new code requirements for ASSE 1071 
mixing valves will be problematic for sink faucet-mounted 
equipment because the water temperature to emergency 
equipment is required to be supplied through an ASSE 
1071 device, which limits the maximum temperature to 
no more than 100 degrees Fahrenheit. If the faucet is 
intended to supply hot water in excess of 100 F, there will 
be problems complying with hot water and tepid water 
requirements. The emergency fixtures are required to 
remain open upon initial single-step operation until they 
are manually turned off, and they are required to be oper-
able with a single hand when the user may have distorted 
vision. Sink-mounted units are basically a liability, and 
proper consideration should be given to the possibility of 
eye damage if the temperature of the water flowing from 
the sink can exceed 100 F.

The basics of emergency showers and eyewashes 
When an emergency fixture is used, the emergency fix-

ture’s purpose is to provide flushing fluid to cool the skin, 
dilute any hazardous chemicals and flush the hazardous 
materials from the skin. The velocity/pressure is important 
and should be low enough to be non-injurious to the eyes 
or skin. If the pressure is too high, water will emit from 

shutdown if the violation is a repeat violation or if someone 
is injured and the facility is deemed unsafe. Employers, 
design professionals, contractors and owners can share in 
the liability, and they can be affected by fines and possible 
litigation for not complying with the OSHA requirements 
for emergency fixtures.

Emergency equipment selection  
1. Emergency equipment should be carefully selected to 

address the level of hazard exposure to workers and how 
many individuals will be affected while being cognizant of 
the regulatory requirements and standards for compliance:   

a. Emergency showers 
b. Emergency eyewash (and face wash) stations (eye/

face wash stations alone may not comply with suitable 
facilities for flushing and drenching in all cases.)

c. Combination emergency shower eye/face wash sta-
tions. (Combination units must be arranged to allow for 
simultaneous use of both the shower and the eye/face 
wash.) 

d. Self-contained eyewash equipment and flexible, 
handheld hose equipment is generally considered supple-
mental and may not be considered to be meeting the 
primary requirement for suitable flushing facilities of the 
eyes, face and body simultaneously. 

2. Many facilities have decided to use sink- or deck-

After extensive, independent, third party testing, it’s proven, the patented 
®Thrush Aar-O-Vent  is the best, most efficient, air and dirt separator on 

the market today.  PERIOD. 

Thrush Beats Out The Competition
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Available Worldwide
1 - 8 0 0 - 7 5 5 - 8 11 0
www.thrushco.com
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“Tepid — Moderately or slightly 
warm; lukewarm.” 

This definition was more appro-
priate, and this term was used to 
define the emergency fixture water 
temperature. In the appendix, the 
temperature range of 60 F to 100 
F was used, however, my testing 
of water temperatures flowing from 
a plumbing fixture at temperature 
below 70 F felt too cold. Therefore, 
a design professional should install 
a temperature actuated mixing valve 
and make sure it is set at a tempera-
ture high enough to not cause hypo-
thermia or discomfort, which would 
not encourage flushing in the fixture 
for the 15-minute duration. 

It should also be noted that tem-
peratures over 100 F could cause 
damage to the eyes. Ideally the tem-
perature should be set to about 80 F 
plus or minus 10 degrees as a design 
condition. Compliance with 60 F 
to 100 F will satisfy OSHA, but in 
order to encourage use for the full 
15-minute duration, the minimum 
temperature should be about 70 F. 
More studies need to be done on this 
subject, because no hypothermia test 
exists for water flowing over some-
one. All hypothermia tests seem to 
be associated with the Navy and peo-
ple being submerged in cold water 
that can form a boundary layer near 
the skin. Hypothermia in flushing 
water can occur sooner, as the flush-
ing fluid continually flows across the 
body and removes body heat. Maybe 
some federal research money can be 
directed toward this effort.

Tepid Water
1. Tepid water is defined in the 

appendix of the standard as water 
between 60 and 100 F.

2. The model codes are now start-
ing to require tepid water to be 
delivered to all emergency fixtures 
through mixing valves conforming 
to ASSE 1071.

3. Use of tepid water in the mid-
to-upper range of the tepid water 
range helps prevent hypothermia.

4. Tepid water helps cool chemi-
cal burns.

5. Flushing with tepid water helps 
prevent chemical absorption or 
continued chemical burn exposure. 
(Ideally a facility owner should have 
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the fixture at a high velocity and be 
uncomfortable on burned or dam-
aged skin or in the eyes. 

Flow regulators and verification of 
proper shower patterns and eyewash 
streams are important. Emergency 
fixtures should be located within 10 
seconds walking distance of a hazard 
and on the same floor level. (The 
average brisk walking pace is 5.5 
feet per second, which would equate 
to about 55 feet in ten seconds.) 

I have participated in the discus-
sions of the working group for emer-
gency fixtures in past revisions. One 
of the difficult areas of discussion 
was determining how close the emer-
gency equipment needed to be to the 
hazard. In the past, using an actual 
dimension proved problematic when 
a fixture was a few feet beyond the 
dimension printed in the standard, 
then clearly it was in violation. The 
working group developed the lan-
guage to include time, not distance. 
Ten seconds was chosen as a reason-
able time to get from a hazardous 
location to an emergency fixture, and 
it was included as a recommendation 
in the appendix in lieu of a specific 
distance to allow for some flexibility 
for fixture locations.

The path of travel from the haz-
ardous area to the emergency fixture 
should be free of obstructions. The 
area around an emergency fixture, 
and the path to the fixture, should 
also be well-lit so the user can clear-
ly see where they are going and see 
the emergency fixture.  Emergency 
fixtures should be identified with a 
highly visible and brightly colored 
sign. The delivered flushing fluid 
temperature is required to be “tepid” 
(not “tempered”). 

Tepid water vs tempered water
“Tempered water” is defined 

in the plumbing codes as follows: 
“Tempered Water — Water having 
a temperature range between 85 and 
110 F.” Since tempered water was 
defined in the plumbing codes with 
a specific temperature range that is 
too hot for use in emergency fixtures, 
the term could not be referenced 
in the emergency fixture standard. 
The term “tepid water” was chosen, 
which has the following definition in 
a dictionary: 

UL-1738
ULC-S636
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Other water supply temperature concerns
Water supplies can get very hot or cold if the emer-

gency fixture water lines are exposed to extreme tem-
peratures outdoors or high temperature process piping 
systems or equipment indoors. Extreme temperatures 
can create a condition where the water temperature sit-
ting in the pipe absorbs ambient heat by radiation or 
convection and can be very hot when flowing from the 
emergency fixture. 

In some southern locations, I have performed inspec-
tions of emergency fixtures in industrial facilities where 
pipes were exposed to sunlight and running beside 
high-pressure steam mains. In other cases the pipes ran 
over boilers and near boiler stacks that allowed heat 
to transfer to the emergency fixture water, causing the 
water flowing to the emergency fixtures to be as hot as 
124 F. It’s important to avoid heat sources when routing 
the emergency fixture water supply. In some northern cli-
mate locations, cold water flowing from the emergency 
equipment dropped to well below 40 F after several 
minutes of flowing the emergency fixture. Fluid flush-
ing temperatures of 60 F is very uncomfortable and does 
not encourage adequate flushing of chemicals. Lower 
temperatures can cause pre-mature termination of the 
use of the emergency fixture or hypothermia in a short 
period of time. 

Emergency equipment design
The architect, safety consultant, engineering staff, 

emergency equipment providers and design engineer 
should work together to review of each application and 
select the proper type of combination emergency shower 
and eyewash equipment and supplemental equipment if 
the owner deems it necessary. They should also identify 
the location immediately adjacent to the identified haz-
ards, determine the size, type and location of the water 
heating equipment, available utilities and the size and 
type of emergency fixture temperature actuated mixing 
valve with a cold water bypass that complies with ASSE 
1071 Temperature Actuated Mixing Valves for Plumbed 
Emergency Equipment. (Mixing valves that comply with 
ASSE 1017 Performance Requirements for Temperature 
Actuated Mixing Valves for Hot Water Distribution 
Systems are not appropriate for emergency fixture appli-
cations because they do not limit temperatures to 100 F, 
and they do not have a cold water bypass.) l

Ron George, CPD, is president of Plumb-Tech Design 
& Consulting Services LLC. Visit plumb-techllc.com. 
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a safety expert assess the proper final temperature set 
point for the ASSE 1071 valve for a given location.) 

6. Tepid water helps encourages safety equipment use 
for the full 15-minute duration.

Accessories
1. Privacy screens encourage disrobing of chemical 

soaked clothes which minimize chemical exposure.  
2. Heated environmental enclosures encourage the use 

of fixtures in cold climates. 

Safety features in ASSE 1071 mixing valves for 
plumbed emergency equipment

Every emergency fixture thermostatic mixing valve 
should have the following redundant safety features:

1. The cold water should bypass the mixing valve and 
provide full cold water flushing flow upon a hot water 
failure, or any other abnormal condition.  

2. The valve should be sized to provide accurate con-
trol of the tepid water when only the eyewash is in use. In 
system designs using one large valve with an emergency 
fixture loop, it promotes improper temperature control 
for uncirculated tepid water systems and bacteria growth 
from stagnant water conditions.

3. Full-flow cold water bypass in the event of blocked 
flows.

Correction for the July 2017 article, titled 
"Maintenance Matters" 

Last month's Code Classroom piece (page 42)  
describes what values in terms of grains per gallon 
(gpg) is considered “hard” water. In this paragraph it 
was mentioned that water up to 60 gpg is considered 
acceptable for normal use, and water from 60 to 120 
gpg is considered hard. The correct units should be mg/l 
(or “ppm”) not gpg.  

Code Classroom
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Last summer I was sitting on the porch with a 
gentleman I had met while taking a stand-up 
paddle boarding break. He had a big, beautiful 

home on the beach of Balboa Island in Newport Beach, 
California. My friend and I had paddled up onto the sand 
and joined him on his patio for coffee. As I admired 
his home, he explained how he had it built and that the 
details were the greatest challenge. I replied with, “The 
devil is in the details,” to which he responded, “No, the 
money is in the details.” 

Ironically, the guy turned out to be a mega-million-
dollar slumlord, and his coffee was awful. Turns out it 
was instant coffee, poorly made. You can’t buy taste.

Anyway, onto plumbing. Here in SoCal and else-
where, rainwater harvesting is growing in popularity and 
becoming mandatory in some jurisdictions. The basic 
system is quite simple: the rainwater goes into a tank 
from which it is pumped through a filter system and to 
its points of use, such as irrigation and/or cooling tower 
make-up. 

One of the trickier aspects of the design is sizing the 
stormwater tank. Often the civil engineer and/or land-
scape architect will get involved in this effort. Since 
these tanks can be quite large, you want it to be large 
enough to suit its purpose, but no larger. The tanks can 
take up a lot of real estate and often have significant 
structural requirements, and both of these consume big 
dollars.

The tank volume is driven by its purpose. If the sys-
tem is required by Low Impact Development (LID) or 
Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP), 
the usual requirement is to treat the first ¾ inches of rain-
water, above which the unit can overflow or be diverted, 
since the rainwater is considered clean at that point. The 
¾-inch volume is a product of the site area and rainfall 

rate.
Here in SoCal, if the calculated seven-month irrigation 

volume is greater than the ¾-inch storm water volume, 
then the storage capacity must be increased to meet the 
irrigation volume requirement. If there is a cooling tower 
also supplied by the storm cistern, then a calculation is 
required to determine how many times a year the cistern 
would “turn over.” In some jurisdictions, the cistern is 
required to circulate such that it filters its entire volume 
every 48 hours. This is a good practice whether it is a 
local requirement or not.

On one of our projects, there was a relatively small 
rainwater system required by SUSMP to serve landscape 
drip irrigation, and those devilish details threw us a bit 
of a curve ball. 

The system was shoehorned into a parking structure, 
so both real estate and headroom were limited. As the 
system was coordinated with our detailed pipe routing, 
the elevation of the inlet pipe to the tanks was forced 
down, lower than originally intended. When it was real-
ized that this in turn reduced the capacity of the tank, the 
manufacturer added upturned elbows inside the tank to 

bring the volume back up to the required amount.
The system was installed and put into operation. All 

that was required at this point was a rainstorm, and 
those can take a while here. But you probably know that 
this past winter provided our first heavy rains in many 
years, ending our drought. When the first rains came, the 
project team eagerly went to see the rainwater system 
in operation, but something was wrong. It wasn’t doing 
anything.  

We opened the tank and looked inside expecting it to 

Designer’s Guide
By Timothy Allinson, P.E.

Rainwater Harvesting
The devil is in the details.

Here in SoCal, if the calculated seven-month 
irrigation volume is greater than the ¾-inch 
storm water volume, then the storage capac-
ity must be increased to meet the irrigation 

volume requirement. If there is a cooling tower 
also supplied by the storm cistern, then a 

calculation is required to determine how many 
times a year the cistern would “turn over.” 

In some jurisdictions, the cistern is required 
to circulate such that it filters its entire vol-
ume every 48 hours. This is a good practice 

whether it is a local requirement or not.
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be full, but it was dry as a bone. How 
could that possibly be? It was a very 
heavy storm!

We scratched our heads and stud-
ied the drawings. An elevation of 
the system is shown in the drawing 
below. Prior to entering the tank, the 
stormwater goes through a vortex 
filter to intercept any large debris. 

From there it goes to the tanks 
(noted SSDT). The tanks have emer-
gency overflow outlets above the 
inlets, but there is an internal over-
flow in the vortex filter such that the 
filter should overflow prior to the 
stormwater reaching the tank over-
flow. Everything looked just fine.

After studying the problem fur-

ther, the source of the issue was real-
ized. The top of the upturned elbows 
inside the tanks that were added as 
a Band-Aid were higher than the 
overflow inside the vortex filter such 
that the stormwater went to overflow 
before it entered the tanks. Removal 
of the elbows inside the tank solved 
the problem, but that raised concern 
about the tank volume. 

Tank volume turned out to be a 
non-issue. The tank level is deter-
mined by the height of the overflow 
weir in the filter, so the inlet height 

doesn’t matter — it just means the 
inlet will be flooded if the tank 
reaches full volume, but that is of no 
concern.

The other devilish detail on rain-
water systems is the approvals that 
are required. First, you need your 
LID or SUSMP approval. Then you 
will probably need approval from 
the cross-connection control unit. 
Then you might need health depart-
ment approval. All of these approv-
als can be time-consuming, so don’t 
wait until the last minute or you 
might delay the project. l

Timothy Allinson, P.E., LEED 
AP, is vice president of Engineering 
at Murray Co., Mechanical 
Contractors, in Long Beach, 
California. He holds a BSME from 
Tufts University and an MBA from 
New York University. He is a pro-
fessional engineer licensed in both 
mechanical and fire protection engi-
neering in various states and is 
a LEED accredited professional. 
Allinson is a past-president of ASPE, 
both the New York and Orange 
County chapters. He can be reached 
at lagunatictim@gmail.com.
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Say goodbye to
under-the-sink  
thermostatic 
valves.

Certified!

Introducing a new, all-in-one thermostatic solution  
for restroom applications.

The new 420-T Series combines Chicago Faucets  
durability with integrated scald protection. The result  
is a solid, easy-to-install restroom faucet that  
complies with ASSE 1070 requirements. There’s  
no need to install a separate thermostatic mixing  
valve below the sink. With the 420-T, everything  
you need to meet current building codes and protect 
users against scalding is built right into the faucet. 

For more information, call 800/323-5060  
or visit www.chicagofaucets.com.

The other devilish detail on 
rainwater systems is the 

approvals that are required. 
First, you need your LID or 
SUSMP approval. Then you 
will probably need approval 
from the cross-connection 

control unit. 

Designer's Guide
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Continued on page 00

While there are mechanical and HVAC systems 
that we are asked to “value-engineer,” many 
HVAC systems are installed for owners that are 

in this for a long-term investment. Let’s talk about the lat-
ter; this is an important topic on new-builds and retrofits, 
and it will be obvious why an increasing number of own-
ers are choosing geothermal sourced HVAC systems.

When a client is building new, and wants to ensure a 
long-lasting, nearly tamper-proof system, they find that 
geothermal provides a long list of benefits that simply are 
not available in standard chiller plants or direct-expansion 
systems. Geothermal HVAC systems eliminate the need 
for cooling towers, outside condensers, and most other 
equipment that can clutter rooftops, or need to be placed 
outside the building. Outside equipment tends to be loud 
and maintenance-intensive.  

Most of the maintenance and service dollars are 
expended on cooling towers and outside equipment. Inside 
equipment tends to run better, because it’s protected from 
the elements. Cooling towers are labor-intensive, and with 
the recent CDC findings, quite a health and human safety 
risk. With the new data from the CDC on risks, many may 
choose geothermal to be insulated from such a liability as 
the threat of Legionnaires’ disease from infected cooling 
towers.

Government buildings use geothermal sourced HVAC 
systems for many of the reasons alluded to above.  Some 
reasons that are not so obvious have to do with security. 
In an emergency event, having the equipment all-inside in 
a secured building makes the building more tamper-proof. 
Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) and other govern-
ment and Federal buildings are making the switch just for 
the security risk, and are finding tremendous bonuses of 
longevity and security.

When an owner has equipment that is at the sunset of 
its lifespan, there lies a good opportunity for an upgrade. 
A good opportunity for switching to geothermal is at the 
point when the cooling towers have been budgeted for 
replacement. While chillers often last for 30 years, it is 
common for cooling towers to last fewer than 15 years. 
When comparing the cost of new cooling towers, an 
assessment can be made that includes some of the other 
costs sometimes not considered. These include:

• Water consumption
• Chemicals
• Maintenance costs
• Energy savings
• Health and human safety (Legionella threats)

Solid Geothermal Reasoning

Geothermal HVAC
By Jay Egg

There is a long list of benefits that geothermal systems can provide.
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tion with build-
ing piles called 
“ g e o t h e r m a l 
piles.”

Every owner 
that is invested 
in their building 
would choose 
geothermal, if 
they had some 
solid geother-
mal reasoning. 
Put it to the test as you first offering for new-builds and 
for replacement/upgrades.  

If you’ve never specified geothermal, don’t worry. 
Just contact the International Ground Source Heat Pump 
Association (IGSHPA) on its website and search for local 
professionals in your area that will help you to spec geo-
thermal on your next project. Then get trained; you’ll be 
amazed at the opportunities. ●

Jay Egg is a geothermal consultant, writer and the 
owner of EggGeothermal. He has co-authored two 
textbooks on geothermal HVAC systems published by 
McGraw-Hill Professional. He can be reached at jayegg.
geo@gmail.com. 

By comparing the costs of cooling tower replace-
ment with the new geothermal source, the attractiveness 
improves. Then, considering the other items listed above, 
the choice becomes easy.

A building’s HVAC system is crucial to its continued 
operation. Lack of cooling and ventilation will make the 
building uninhabitable for humans and servers and com-
puters. Placing the building on a geothermal sourced heat 
exchanger is permanent infrastructure, and can be expect-
ed to last as long or even longer that the very walls and 
foundation of a building. As a matter of fact, geothermal 
exchangers are becoming increasingly used in conjunc-

Geothermal HVAC
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Fire sprinklers have a long and successful track 
record of protecting lives and property. Developed 
in the late 1800s, the foundational technology that 

applies water in the right place at the right time early in 
a fire has not changed dramatically.

One of the biggest industry developments has been the 
advent and acceptance of non-metallic (plastic) sprinkler 
pipe. Its use reduces material and labor costs, provides 
design and installation flexibility and is inherently resis-
tant to microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) and 
other contaminants. While it may seem illogical to install 
a product that could soften and fail under high heat 
conditions, plastic sprinkler pipe must meet rigorous 
performance requirements of ASTM F442 “Nonmetallic 
Piping Specification for Special Listed Chlorinated 
Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC) Pipe.”

Reliability is the key to successful fire control using 
any type of materials. Fire protection system components 
must be listed for their use; design and installation stan-
dards describe where the materials are suitable; inspec-
tions and tests enhance the likelihood of proper perfor-
mance; and regular maintenance enhances dependability.

However, the fire protection system standards alone 
can’t anticipate all misuses or abuses. Nothing in the 
standards protects from an errant worker drilling a hole 
into steel pipe. Only responsible installers and inspectors 
can assure non-metallic pipe is used where it is permit-
ted. And, frankly, unforeseen issues, such as product 
compatibility, arise over time as new materials enter the 
market.

Despite its benefits, the compatibility of non-metallic 
sprinkler pipe with other construction materials must be 
verified in order to assure the system’s reliability. 

CPVC in fire protection
In most markets, CPVC is the contractors’ product 

of choice for residential fire sprinkler systems. The 
National Fire Protection Association sprinkler standards 
for single- and multi-family housing as well as other 
“light hazard” occupancies allow plastic pipe. CPVC 
also can be used in rooms rated “ordinary hazard” and 
not exceed 400 square feet where they are part of light 

hazard occupancy. This might include spaces such as 
full-scale laundries or commercial-type kitchens that 
one might find in a hotel, condominium or institutional 
facility. 

In these applications, the pipe can be installed so it is 
exposed to the room. In the event of a fire, the automatic 
sprinklers would cool the atmosphere. Normally, sprin-
kler systems in these occupancies are “wet pipe” sys-
tems having water in the pipe at all times. CPVC works 
because it’s naturally intumescent, and the water flowing 
through the pipe keeps its inside cool.

Where a “dry pipe” sprinkler system is needed, CPVC 
can be used, but it must be protected from the usable 
space by a thermal barrier consisting of 3/8-inch or 
thicker gypsum wallboard, ½-inch plywood soffits or a 
suspended membrane ceiling with lay-in panels or tiles 
weighing at least 0.35 pounds/square-foot when installed 
with metallic support grids.1

CPVC is permitted for fire sprinkler risers, cross 
mains and branch lines (See Figure 1).

Once installed and the joints are properly cured, 
the sprinkler pipe must be subjected to at least one 
hydrostatic test to verify the system’s integrity against 
leaks in pipe or fittings. If a fire department connec-
tion is attached to the sprinkler system, the pipe must 
be pressure tested to 200 psi for two hours and show 

1 According to NFPA, a “light hazard” occupancy is one where the amount and heat release rate from burning combustible materials is low. The category includes such 
uses as places of worship, educational (schools and student housing), high rises (hotels and condos over 4 stories), hospitals and institutional occupancies, offices and theaters.

Figure 1. In this single-family dwelling, CPVC sprinkler 
pipe is used in the risers, cross mains and branch 
lines.

Product Compatibility 
Enhances Fire Protection 
Performance
Proper verification avoids 
leakage and assures system 
reliability.

By Michelle Knight, Technical Service Engineer, 
Lubrizol; and Rob Neale Vice President 
International Code Council
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no evidence of leaks or lost pressure. If there is no fire 
department connection, the system can be tested at nor-
mal operating pressure.  

Understanding product chemical compatibility
Every plastic material has a certain range of chemi-

cals, which can affect it. That’s why there are a variety 
of industry standards such as ASTM D543 “Standard 
Practices for Evaluating the Resistance of Plastics 
to Chemical Reagents” and ISO 22088 “Plastics — 
Determination of resistance to environmental stress 
cracking (ESC)” that exist to determine whether or not a 
chemical has some effect on a plastic material. 

Three factors — strength, chemical properties and 
mechanical stresses — all play a role in chemical resis-
tance failures of plastic materials. Like a fire triangle, 
there has to be just the right combination of these three 
factors to initiate a crack. A crack can begin when the 
amount of stress exceeds the strength of the material in a 
particular area. Two legs of the triangle have to do with 
the material strength and how it might be reduced, and 
the third leg has to do with mechanical stresses on the 
system.  

Plastics are polymers; they consist of many thousands 
of molecules hooked together in big, long chains. The 
plastic material derives its strength from the tangling 
together of these long chain molecules, just like a well-
twisted rope is stronger than the many individual strands 
that comprise it. The strength of the pipe or fitting 
depends not only on the strength of the CPVC itself, 
which is derived from its molecular weight and chlo-
rine content, but also on how well those molecules are 
entangled during the manufacturing process. 

During manufacturing, the polymer is melted to get its 
molecules moving around and then shaped into pipe by 
an extrusion process or into fittings by an injection mold-
ing process. A variety of factors, including temperature, 

degree of mixing and pressure during the forming pro-
cess, can affect how well the molecules entangle as they 
are formed into pipe and fittings.

When a piping system is installed and functioning, 
there are a number of stresses acting on those polymer 
molecules and trying to pull them apart. There is the 
obvious stress of the water or air pressure in the system. 
There is the stress that comes from supporting its own 
weight between the hangers. There are stresses that 
come from other sources such as tight hangers or other 
construction elements impinging on the pipe, or from 
bending the pipe to get it positioned just right. The inter-
ference fit of the pipe and fittings puts a stress on the 
fitting socket when the joints are assembled.

The phrase a “safety factor of two” often is used to 
describe a pipe’s pressure rating. This means that the 
ultimate long-term strength of the material has been 
determined, and the pressure rating of the pipe has been 
set at half of that. If an installed system is operating at 
the maximum allowable pressure, only half of the ulti-
mate strength of the material is being used. The other 
half remains to account for ordinary installation stresses, 
normal manufacturing variation and moderate chemical 
effects that might be experienced on a construction site.

What can be done to minimize mechanical stresses on 
the system so that they are not using up too much of that 
safety factor and bringing the system too close to a situ-
ation where environmental stress cracking might occur? 
The manufacturer’s installation instructions should be 
consulted regarding proper design and installation of 
the piping system. The instructions contain recommen-
dations for proper joining techniques, appropriate pipe 
hangers, correct placement of supports, allowable bend-

Figure 2. Plastic mate-
rials in contact with 
the CPVC pipe should 
be verified they are 
compatible.  This flex 
duct has been verified 
by the manufacturer, 
and is approved for 
contact with Lubrizol’s  
BlazeMaster sprinkler 
pipe.

Figure 3. Spray-on thermal foams used to minimize 
air drafts in concealed spaces should be verified if 
they are compatible with CPVC sprinkler pipe.

CPVC
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ing deflections, etc. Following these recommendations in 
the design and installation of the piping system can help 
minimize other mechanical stresses.

Finally, the third failure mode leg — chemical proper-
ties —  can interact with the other two to create a crack 
in the pipe. Let’s start by considering a chemical we’re 
all very familiar with that has a very strong effect on the 
plastic — solvent cement.

Solvents penetrate the pipe surface, getting in between 
the polymer molecules and spreading them out from 
one another, causing the plastic to swell and soften. The 
solvent has a very strong effect on the plastic and thus 
requires little or no assistance from the other two legs of 
the triangle. When the softened surfaces of the pipe and 
fitting are pushed together in the joint, the molecules of 
the pipe and fitting actually entangle with each other, 
creating a true solvent weld, not merely an adhesive 
bond.

The cement joint is the only place chemicals should 
be mobilizing the polymer molecules. There are other 
chemicals which also have some ability to separate the 
molecules from one another, just much less effectively 
than the solvents in cement. These types of chemicals 
work in conjunction with stresses on the material and/
or exploit weaknesses in molecular entanglement to 
separate the polymer molecules from each other, thereby 
starting a crack.

These chemicals can have a range of effects on the 
plastic. Some have a strong effect and thus require less 
contribution from stresses or molecular entanglement 
deficiencies, while others have a milder effect and thus 
require fairly high stresses or part weaknesses in order to 
present a problem. Sometimes these types of chemicals 
can be found as ingredients in other types of construc-
tion products that might be used in conjunction with the 
piping system.

Checking product compatibility
When choosing other products that are intended to 

be in direct contact with the piping system — such as 
thread sealants, fire- and draft-stopping materials or pipe 
insulation — the installer should choose products that 
have demonstrated little or no effect on the piping mate-
rial. It is always wise to check with the manufacturer of 
ancillary products to confirm that the products can be 
used with CPVC.  

The success of a plastic piping system can depend 
upon the strength of the material chosen and the qual-
ity of the parts produced from it, the stresses imposed 
from operating conditions and installation issues, and 
the chemical substances in contact with both the outside 
and inside of the system. By appropriately managing the 
influence of these three factors on the piping system, the 
risk of pipe failure is reduced.

The Lubrizol Corp., an Ohio-based specialty chemical 
company, manufactures the feed stock from which most 
CPVC sprinkler pipe is made. The company has been 
studying the chemical compatibility issue for more than 
30 years. Their research reveals there are many widely 
used products that are trouble-free with CPVC but many 
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that the contractor can choose a product from the System 
Compatible program with confidence that it has been 
thoroughly tested and verified, and that it will remain 
compatible from year to year.

Lubrizol also publishes a list of products known to 
have caused CPVC piping system failures in building 
installations. Contractors are encouraged to check both 
lists before choosing construction products that will 
come in contact with plastic pipe and fittings.

One of Lubrizol’s most frequently asked questions in 
its System Compatible Program is, “Why aren’t certain 
types of products like wiring or paint in the program?” 
Manufacturers of those types of commodities don’t see 
any benefit to themselves in participating. Advertising 
their product as compatible with CPVC won’t percepti-
bly increase their sales volume; so it’s not worth the cost 
the plant audits and the restrictions on being able to use 
different ingredients in order to participate in this kind 
of program.

Summary
The use of non-metallic pipe in fire sprinkler applica-

tions has been a game-changer for the sprinkler industry. 
Today it is rare to see a light hazard occupancy sprinkler 
system that is piped with any other product. In order to 
assure system integrity and avoid leaks — a building 
owner’s common complaint about sprinklers — every 
effort should be made to verify products that touch the 
pipe are compatible with it. l

that had caused conspicuous problems. As a result, the 
company established a System Compatible Program 
to identify products that are approved for contact with 
BlazeMaster sprinkler pipe.

Lubrizol conducted extensive testing on these prod-
ucts to measure exactly how much effect each one had. 
It became apparent that the successful products each had 
a small measureable effect, but it was much less than 
the allowable safety factor for pressure-bearing pipe. 
The unsuccessful products all had a much larger effect, 
often more than the allowable safety factor. The criteria 
for compatibility then was set as close as possible to the 
performance of those known successful products, leav-
ing plenty of safety factor remaining to account for other 
factors such as normal jobsite stresses and reasonable 
variance in quality.

How do products get on Lubrizol’s System Compatible 
Program? Participants must submit their entire propri-
etary formulation to a third-party laboratory, which will 
look for ingredients that have been known to cause prob-
lems with CPVC in similar types of applications.

The product must undergo testing to demonstrate that 
its effect on CPVC is within the allowable limits. The 
testing often occurs in more aggressive conditions than 
are likely to be encountered in normal building construc-
tion. This is done to ensure that any long-term effects 
that might take five or ten years to appear in normal 
circumstances can be detected in a shorter-term test. The 
product manufacturer pays for screening and testing. 

Once the product has passed screening and testing, 
the manufacturer must sign a contract agreeing not to 
change the formulation without additional testing. They 
are required to place System Compatible logos on their 
containers and literature. Finally, the manufacturers 
must submit to audits of their manufacturing facility and 
follow-up testing on an annual basis. All of this ensures 

Figure 4. Not all pipe threats are chemical. Here, a 
nailer plate is installed to protect the sprinkler riser 
from physical damage when installing gypsum wall-
board.

The FBC System Compatible Program 

For Lubrizol’s BlazeMaster products, the website, 
www.systemcompatible.com, lists ancillary products 
that have been found to be compatible with BlazeMaster 
piping systems. In addition, information can also be 
found there about products known to be incompatible, 
as well as general guidance on other types of construc-
tion materials. A downloadable app can put the informa-
tion on a smartphone: bit.do/CompatibleProduct.

The FBC System Compatible Program is a resource 
for manufacturers of ancillary products intended to be 
used with CPVC to help determine whether a product 
is chemically compatible with Lubrizol’s FlowGuard, 
BlazeMaster and Corzan CPVC piping systems. Other 
manufacturers and/or brands of CPVC piping have 
not been tested as part of the FBC System Compatible 
Program. 

The FBC System Compatible program is applicable 
only to the chemical compatibility of ancillary products 
with the Lubrizol brands of FlowGuard, BlazeMaster 
and Corzan CPVC piping systems. This distinction is 
made because every brand of CPVC piping is made 
with unique compounds, some of which may contain 
resins with different molecular weights and varying 
chlorine content. These characteristics directly impact 
the performance of the resulting product. Similarly, 
various CPVC products contain different performance 
additives. 

CPVC
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In today’s marketplace, manufacturers must constantly 
look for innovative ways to grow their business. With 
buzzwords like “energy efficiency,” “smart” and “con-

nected,” consumers are looking for products that will 
deliver comfort with ease, minimal cost and maintenance. 

On the other side of things, manufacturers need to keep 
in compliance with standards and regulations. With some 
of that hanging in limbo, it can be a tricky balancing act 
when it comes to planning for the future.  

So, what does all of this mean for the boiler industry? 
We spoke to a number of manufacturers — AERCO, 

Baxi, Bosch, Bradford White, ECR International, IBC 
Technologies, Laars Heating Systems, Navien, Noritz, 
NTI Boilers, Parker Boiler, Raypak, VESTA and Weil-
McLain — to get a better understanding of what the indus-
try is doing and where it aims to go in the future. 

We started off by asking if there are recent regula-
tions that will likely impact the boiler industry. And 
if there are, do they anticipate any changes with the 
new Trump administration?   

Most manufacturers addressed the Annual Fuel 
Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) regulations. AFUE refers 
to the portion of energy in the fuel that is converted to 
useful heat. The standards for each type of boiler include 
a requirement for AFUE and/or design requirements. 
Congress established the current standards for residential 
boilers as part of the Energy Independence and Security 
Act (EISA) of 2007, and they took effect in 2012. 

In 2016, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) final-
ized new standards for residential boilers that will raise 
the minimum efficiency levels from 82 percent to 84 
percent for gas-fired boilers, and 84 percent to 86 percent 
for oil-fired hot water boilers. The new standards will take 
effect in 2021.

Lew Klein, senior marketing communications manager 
for Weil-McLain says, “Of course, the proverbial elephant 
in the room we all recognize is the higher AFUE stan-
dards established by the DOE, effective in January 2021. 
Manufacturers must factor this in when reviewing their 
current product lines and in all phases of new product 
design and development. Then there is the sheer volume 
of new rules that cover not only efficiency levels, but test 
procedures as well. For manufacturers, this requires addi-
tional resources. Then, for us, it’s balancing the innovative 

roadmap we establish with the compliance aspects.”
Brian Fenske, specialty channel sales manager for 

Navien agrees. He says though the residential AFUE 
increase requirements already passed before the new 
administration took office, “The commercial boiler ther-
mal efficiency increase of 80 percent to 84 percent, which 
would have been effective in 2020, stalled before passing 
and is now frozen by executive order.”

“In addition,” Fenske adds, “there is no Federal Tax 
Credit in place for high-efficiency boiler installations or 
replacements.” 

Jennifer Loran, senior marketing specialist for ECR 
International Inc. addresses the new regulations as well, 
but she says, “The new administration has been vocal 
with regard to reviewing and possibly reorganizing current 
programs and existing legislations.”

Chuck O’Donnell, director of marketing for Laars 
Heating Systems says, “With the government freeze of 
new or pending regulations, we expect that the pace of 
regulatory action to slow considerably. We hope to see 
more meaningful engagement at all stages of regulatory 
development between our industry and the rulemaking 
bodies under the new administration.”

Rich Corcoran, vice president of sales and marketing of 
commercial products at Raypak says, “Raypak supports 
the DOE rulemaking on commercial boilers, which would 
raise the minimum efficiency from 82 percent thermal effi-
ciency (for 300K = 2,500 BTU/hr boilers) to 84 percent 
thermal efficiency, and from 82 percent combustion effi-
ciency (2,500 – 10,000 BTU/hr) to 85 percent. The DOE 
is proposing adding another classification greater than 
10MMM, and will leave the level at the current 82 per-
cent combustion efficiency. Also, there is an EPA Energy 
Star program that was launched December 2016 for com-
mercial boilers with efficiencies greater than 94 percent 
thermal efficiency for units up to 2.5 million BTU/hr, but 
no program for larger units. NRCan in Canada is looking 
to initial efficiency rulemaking in 2017 on residential and 
commercial boilers, and water heaters under Amendment 
15. They have expressed their desire to have minimum 
efficiency values higher than the DOE, so I would expect 
condensing technology for all category levels.” 

Though these regulations will impact all manufacturers, 
some consider them par for the course.  

Mike Thomas, president of Marathon International, the 

Steady Growth Buoys Industry
The boiler industry is going full steam ahead with 
advancements that provide comfort and more.
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exclusive distributor of Baxi products in North America 
says, “We believe that heating the nation in an economi-
cally and environmentally responsible fashion will remain 
a priority for federal and state government leaders. Energy 
supply, conservation, sustainability, and affordability will 
continue to serve as important guides to energy policy 
decision-making, but consumer choice will remain the 
critical consideration. Baxi research shows that reliability 
ranks even higher than efficiency, incentives, warranties, 
training and ease of installation.”

Nate Warren, business development manager of special-
ty products for Bradford White Corp.  says, “Recent regu-
lations have influenced a shift towards more advanced, 
higher efficiency designs. In 2016, a regulation was 
passed, calling for a higher efficiency rating of all resi-
dential boilers beginning in 2021. The new administration 
is in the process of doing the same for all commercial 
boilers to increase their efficiency rating. Product changes 
are not the only regulations impacting the boiler industry. 
Effective January 2017, a new test procedure was imple-
mented, calling for all boiler manufacturers to retest and 
recertify the ratings of all commercial boilers. With so 
many changes in effect, Bradford White remains com-
mitted to supplying efficient and effective boilers to our 
customers.”

Douglas Dodds, managing director of North American 
sales and marketing for IBC Technologies adds, “I believe 
the die has been cast for condensing products, and they 
will continue to take market share. The key to the long-
term success of high-efficiency boilers is cost (initial and 
annual operating) and reliability.”

“There are a few scenarios with federal and state regula-
tions that may impact the market,” says Nery Hernandez, 
product solutions manager for AERCO International Inc. 
“For example, Utah is considering commercial boilers 
have reduced low NOx emissions, following the lead of 
other states such as California. We see additional states 
considering similar guidelines. At the federal level, there 
has been discussion of the EPA loosening regulations. If 
this policy shift occurs, it may affect how some decision-
makers evaluate boilers. We believe, however, that most 
people in the market will still prefer high-efficiency solu-
tions because of their superior return on investment (ROI).”  

Other manufacturers are focusing on international trends 
and how those impact the future of regulations in the indus-
try.  

Dan Moffroid, director of product management of boiler 
and hot water products for Bosch Thermotechnology Corp. 
says, “One of the main regulatory topics we track is wheth-
er or not North America will follow some of the trends 
occurring in Europe. These include a complete conversion 
to condensing boilers in some markets as well as other 
requirements impacting pumps and controls contributing to 
higher system efficiencies. We are eager to see how the new 
administration manages these topics, as well as the ongo-
ing discussion of implementing higher taxes on imported 
goods, which would have a big impact on many boiler 
manufacturers operating in the U.S., including Bosch.” 

Having to comply with new standards is one thing, but 
how it’s done is another.

Next, we asked the manufacturers how they’ve used 
technology to meet recent updates in codes and stan-
dards.

“Our recent technological advances have been more 
related to meeting customer demands rather than updated 
standards. With each passing day our installers ask for our 
products to be faster and easier to install, and our consum-
ers want easier control of their heating systems. Our focus 
has been in this area — using technology to simplify every-
thing from the installation to product use to maintenance 
and service.” – Moffroid (Bosch)

“Utica Boilers (a brand of ECR International) has been 
adding LWCO (Low Water Cut Off) protection on the 
majority of our boilers. This feature reduces potential 
failures and makes it easy for the installer to comply with 
codes.” – Loran (ECR International)

 Michael J. Leeming, national sales manager for Parker 
Boiler Co.  echoes that sentiment. He says, “[We’ve been] 
adapting to what the customers want, which is more auto-
mation, the ability to control and view their boiler on a 
online dashboard, and HMI (touch screens) on the equip-
ment.”

Jack Ernest, vice president of VESTA says his company 
is focusing on “software enhancements for easier trouble-
shooting and communication.”

“Bradford White Corp.  has built a state-of-the-art com-
bustion lab at Laars Heating Systems Co., our manufactur-
ing facility in Rochester, New Hampshire. The lab allows 
our engineering staff to measure and record a broad spec-
trum of product performance with incredible precision. Our 
engineering team uses this data to help ensure our current 
products meet the tighter tolerances required by today’s 
standards.” – Warren (Bradford White) 

“We’ve moved toward stainless steel condensing to meet 
higher efficiency market demands — not necessarily due to 
codes and standards. Most changes in technology are being 
driven by market demands, not codes and standards.” – 
Corcoran (Raypak)

 For most manufacturers, technology and energy effi-
ciency go hand-in-hand and have been part of the com-

Five Buderus SSB399 commercial boilers cascade in 
Banff Canada Elementary School. Photo: courtesy of 
Bosch Thermotechnology Corp. and Lowe Agencies 
Sales & Marketing Inc., Alberta Canada 
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pany protocol for years. 
  Steve “wheels” Wieland, regional sales manager of 

NTI Boilers says, “Our team of engineers are constantly 
reviewing and updating our technology to stay up with all 
recent code and standards changes.”

“AERCO has designed Low NOx burners for years, 
allowing us to meet the market trend for lower emissions. 
Our progressive thinking also led to high-efficiency tech-
nologies that have a clear ROI, so our customers see eco-
nomic and operational benefits to our solutions, in addi-
tion to environmental advantages. This approach positions 
our boilers well in the market, even if the EPA guidelines 
change.” – Hernandez (AERCO)

 “Baxi has been the leader in boiler technology advances 
since the 70s when it developed compact wall-hung boiler 
technology. It later was first to introduce the all-in-one, 
combination heating and domestic hot water modulating 
boiler. Baxi was also one of the first to introduce modulat-
ing, condensing high-efficiency boiler technology. More 
recently, it introduced gas-adaptive, self-calibrating boiler 
technology with comprehensive Baxi Luna Duo-Tec GA 
technology.” – Thomas (Baxi)

Jason Fleming, vice president of sales and marketing 
for Noritz says, “We are already meeting these standards, 
so we have been unaffected. We always strive to stay 
ahead of the technology game instead of scrambling to 
catch up as changes are made.”

“Throughout our 136-year history, Weil-McLain has 

both employed and created the latest available technolo-
gies to develop boilers in response to the ever-evolving 
codes and standards, particularly regulations that relate 
to high efficiency and the environment. A prime illustra-
tion of this mantra is the recent introduction of our 95 
percent AFUE Evergreen boiler that delivers optimum 
comfort and performance while achieving advanced effi-
ciencies and a reduced carbon footprint. For example, for 
residential and light commercial customers who require a 
multiple boiler setup, the Evergreen offers the ability to 
cascade eight boilers together and ZoneStacking up to 24 
programmable zones with no external panel required. In 
commercial applications, optimal energy efficiency yields 
reduce energy costs with up to 96.5 percent combustion 
efficiency. Our SmartSequencing feature maximizes ener-
gy across all boilers on a system, reducing energy costs. 
The unit also is certified as low NOx by the South Coast 
Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) with less 
than 20 ppm. Evergreen was designated as Most Efficient 
2015 by ENERGY STAR.” – Klein (Weil-McLain) 

Using technology to comply with codes and standards 
seems like an obvious practice, but we were curious about 
what new developments there’ve been in boiler technol-
ogy. 

We asked the manufacturers to tell us about any new 
developments in boiler technology that their company 
made recently.

“Many new technology developments have been 
designed into the new AERCO Benchmark Platinum high-
efficiency, condensing boilers. The boilers feature a dual 
return capability that takes full advantage of diverse load 
demands specific to a site. Most traditional boilers offer a 
single return that forces the blending of hot and cold water 
temperatures. Benchmark Platinum’s dual returns keep 
cold water separate, creating a larger condensing zone in 
the heat exchanger that improves boiler efficiency up to 7 
percent. Another advancement is AERtrim, AERCO’s pat-
ented advanced O2 Trim technology that monitors actual 
site conditions and self-adjusts its combustion process to 
ensure the boiler is operating at optimal O2 levels and 
peak system efficiency. A system with proper O2 levels 
delivers greater uptime reliability, produces lower emis-
sions and creates the ideal environment for condensing to 
occur, which saves money with an additional 1-2 percent 
in seasonal efficiency gain. It also lowers operating and 
maintenance costs by ensuring the system is operating at 
peak performance. Remote monitoring, such as OnAER, 
is another key advancement. It continuously monitors the 
overall health of a boiler system to help more efficiently 
maintain and protect a boiler investment.” – Hernandez 
(AERCO)

Baxi recently introduced gas-adaptive, self-calibrating 
boiler technology with the Baxi Luna Duo-Tec GA 
technology. “We have introduced common venting for 
multiple commercial boiler installations. Based on the 
success of our all-in-one residential Baxi Luna Duo-Tec 
GA series (both combi CH and DHW, and CH-only), we 
have now included more built-in components to our com-
mercial Luna Duo-Tec MP models. Those components 

Boiler Report

Navien NHB Boilers installed at a Massachusetts multi-
family complex. 
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now include a built-in pump, pressure relief valve, low 
water cutoff, frost protect, 0-10 V interface in the PCB, 
as well as program modes for automatic de-aeration, anti-
Legionella, anti-wind, chimney sweep and commissioning 
functions, for example.” – Thomas (Baxi)

“A key focus area for Bosch is being a technology 
leader in the Internet of Things (IoT). Our boilers can cur-
rently be controlled by the Bosch Control smart thermo-
stat, and in Europe we have already launched the Bosch 
Smart Home system. There is future consideration of 
introducing it in North America, as well. This will allow, 
for example, your boiler to communicate with other areas 
of your home. Imagine you are feeling a little warm in 
early spring so you open your window. The boiler would 
know and automatically shut down to further reduce 
energy usage.” – Moffroid (Bosch)

“One of the most interesting new features is our VSPC 
variable speed pump control. It’s standard on MagnaTech 
boilers and optional on 285-1200 model Brute Series 
boilers. The VSPC maintains a constant boiler Delta T by 
adjusting a variable speed boiler circulator in conjunction 
with the firing rate. By maintaining a constant Delta T, 
the VSPC reduces the pump’s electrical consumption at 
lower firing rates. Considering most condensing boilers 
only operate at their full capacity for a very small fraction 
of the year, the VSPC can produce electrical savings of up 
to 70 percent.” – Warren (Bradford White)

“The recently released MAC high-efficiency boiler, 
from Utica Boilers, features a control system called AI 
(Artificial Intelligence).  The AI control is able to deter-
mine the fuel being supplied to the boiler — liquid pro-
pane or natural gas — and automatically commissions the 
boiler. The control continuously calibrates combustion by 
adjusting air/fuel ratios. The proper gas air mixture opti-
mizes combustion resulting in fuel savings and reduced 
maintenance costs.” – Loran (ECR International) 

“We introduced our own wireless portal to allow for 
remote access and monitoring of our boilers.” – Dodd 
(IBC) 

“The Laars unique VARI-PRIME control functionality 
balances combustion, air flow and water flow to optimize 
boiler efficiency per indoor and outdoor conditions. The 
result is a large reduction in the boiler’s gas and electri-
cal energy consumption and therefore a smaller bill for 
the building owner. VARI-PRIME is currently available 
on MagnaTherm and NeoTherm lines, but will soon be 
available on many of our residential condensing boilers as 
ECM pump technology finds its way into the residential 
market.” – O’Donnell (Laars Heating Systems)

“Noritz will be launching the NRCB unit in September, 
allowing simultaneous use of space and domestic water 
heating. This will be a nice addition to our combination 
boiler offering. Plus, its Wi-Fi capability will allow for 
wireless control and diagnostics.” – Fleming (Noritz)

“With the increase popularity in modulating/condens-
ing boilers we find that new options are always becoming 
available. We test as many as we can to guarantee function 
and dependability. It’s through this testing that we recently 
released a 10:1 turndown ratio on the new VMAX153 
Series boilers.” – Wieland (NTI Boilers)

“We have developed a new low-emission, high-efficien-
cy steam boiler that uses 50 percent less floor space than 
its predecessor.” – Leeming (Parker Boiler)

“We’ve developed a hybrid condensing tankless style 
unit with a 3-gallon buffer tank to meet the amazing 
concept of the hybrid tankless-water-heater.” – Ernest 
(VESTA)

Technology is not the only thing that’s trending. 
We asked the manufacturers: what are some trends 
in regards to space, size and materials that impact 
manufacturing?

“Like the automotive industry, the high-efficiency boil-
er market will continue to make more efficient products 
for less money.” – Dodds (IBC) 

“The biggest trend can be seen in the materials used to 
design and manufacture boilers. The market is integrating 
the finest materials to ensure high reliability, long life and 
low maintenance. By incorporating higher-end materials, 
boilers are delivering a greater level of performance that 
is now expected in the market.” – Hernandez (AERCO)

“One of the worldwide trends we are tracking is 3D 
printing, which we currently use in our R&D labs for 
prototyping, and may eventually reach the factory floor 
for selected parts. Another trend is Industry 4.0, which we 
have already implemented in some factories to modernize 
our processes and reduce unexpected production interrup-
tions.” – Moffroid (Bosch) 

“We use a lot of stainless steel as certain grades are 
more resistant to different operating characteristics — not 
only in the heat exchangers of our condensing boilers and 
volume water heaters, but also in flue and jacket compo-
nents for various products throughout our product line. 
Our manufacturing facility in Rochester, New Hampshire 
has been expanded and re-designed to cut, form and 
weld the various grades and gauges of stainless steel.”  
– Warren (Bradford White)

“Our newer compact boiler designs meet the demands 
of a market that is trending towards products that take 
up less space, weigh less and use different materials in 
the construction of the heat exchanger.” – Loran (ECR 
International) 

“Space and size is always a consideration. If one con-
tractor is able to install a unit, it saves him or her time and 
money. Noritz’s use of 304 austenite stainless steel for 
both primary and secondary heat exchangers is helping 
make it an industry leader.” – Fleming (Noritz) 

“In general, smaller is better (in regards to boilers/water 
heaters/pool heaters). Stainless steel is making major 
inroads — even though aluminum would work effectively.  
Trends are moving toward larger input boilers in packaged 
designs.” – Corcoran (Raypak)

VESTA’s Ernest believes the trends we see today high-
light the benefits of the tankless water heating products, 
which include “condensing, space and ease of installa-
tion.” 

“One significant trend is the need to develop boilers that 
offer improved maneuverability when faced with confined 
spaces. Another trend is the ability to meet more stringent 
weight restriction. Such challenges especially apply to 
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retrofits and newer buildings where space is at a premium. 
We are also witnessing the need for compact size in the 
combi-boiler market, and the industry is responding.”  
– Klein (Weil-McLain) 

Next, we asked what are some ways in which installa-
tion costs, time, etc. have been addressed?

“AERCO has always emphasized developing efficient 
solutions that save time and money during all phases of 
a boiler’s lifecycle.  Our compact boiler design lowers 
installation costs because they fit through a standard door-
way and in standard elevators, eliminating the need for 
expensive cranes or knocking down walls.” – Hernandez 
(AERCO)

“The all-in-one Baxi wall-hung boiler has always made 
installation faster than other boilers that require timely 
installation of components that are not included. By add-
ing automatic gas adaptivity, auto de-aeration, self-cali-
bration at commissioning and continuously for the life of 
the boiler, we have set a new standard for high-efficiency 
heating solutions.” – Thomas (Baxi) 

“More and more of our products are incorporating a 
low loss header in direct response to requests from our 
installers. This type of plug-and-play solution allows 
them to spend less time on the jobsite and provide more 
value to their customers, which is a win-win solution.”   
– Moffroid (Bosch) 

“There are quite a few time-saving features throughout 
the Bradford White Branded Boiler line. For example, 
our Brute Series line of condensing boilers and volume 
water heaters all feature quick set-up control menus, 
which groups the basic settings together for quick adjust-
ment and start-up by the installer. Another is feature is 
top-mounted piping, water, and electrical connections on 
Brute Series 80-850 models. It’s a space-saver for stand-
alone units, but it also allows two units to be installed 
at floor level with a significantly smaller footprint.”  
– Warren (Bradford White)

“The MAC and UCS, from Utica Boiler’s high-effi-
ciency condensing boiler line, will feature a labor saver 
primary/secondary manifold and a built-in boiler loop 
pump.  In addition, low-water cutoff is standard. These 
features simplify the installation for the contractor by 
reducing piping as well as electrical wiring requirements.”  
– Loran (ECR International) 

“We offer an express set-up on our touchscreen con-
troller with factory presets that allows for fast, efficient 
programming.” – Dodds (IBC) 

“The attraction to lighter weight, compact wall-hung 
boilers has certainly assisted the installation process and 
requirements.  Easier to transport and install, Navien 
products have reduced installation requirements and man-
power required. With simple venting options, factory 
manifolds available and forgiving gas supply requirements 
due to our advanced combustion system, it’s never been 
easier to install our boilers.” – Fenske (Navien) 

“Our combination boilers are smaller than traditional 
cast iron boilers, which helps reduce installation costs and 
allows the use of PVC or CPVC instead of stainless steel 
venting for further savings. Items we offer, such as isola-

tor and manifold kits, make the plumbing easier and more 
time-efficient for the installer. Noritz also includes an 
outdoor temperature reset with all CB units, which saves 
time and money spent on programming and operation.” – 
Fleming (Noritz)

“At NTI we are constantly listening to what our con-
tractors want to have. For instance all of our boilers are 
fully serviceable from the front, have an 120 V outlet on 
the side, vent connections that accommodate multiple 
types of pipe, and have service switches.” – Wieland (NTI 
Boilers) 

“We have been selling more packaged skid-mounted 
systems.  It gives the owner single source responsibility 
once utilities are properly installed.” – Leeming (Parker 
Boiler) 

“Raypak has always tried to make our products “plug-
n-play” where you install the unit (properly) and simply 
turn it on, and it operates correctly and well. Raypak tries 
to provide good troubleshooting/diagnostic tools on our 
products. Additionally, Raypak is an industry leader in 
outdoor installations; we have done this for almost all 
Raypak products. Raypak has strived to ship replace-
ment parts orders better/faster than other manufacturers 
to provide better customer service when issues occur.”  
– Corcoran (Raypak)

“One key item is our ‘Self-Calibration-Mode’ at start 
up.” – Ernest (VESTA)

“The many high-tech advances offered in boilers today 
can present challenges for contractors and others not 
totally familiar with the technologies. That’s why it’s 
imperative that manufacturers create products that can 
help facilitate the installation process. Thankfully, the 
same advances in technology can provide just that. Take a 
look at our SlimFit boiler; it has a set-up wizard that offers 
simple, intuitive controls that help walk the contractor 
through menus during the installation process.  It’s also 
worth noting here that in addition to ease of installation, 
the newer products feature significant advancements in 
boiler control that include remote control and diagnos-
tics, boiler-to-boiler communications, modulating from 
maximum input to minimum input, rotating lead lag and 
integration with building automation systems and smart 
homes.” – Klein (Weil-McLain)

These manufacturers have put in a lot of time and 
thought into producing products that not only meet regula-
tions, but also live up to the customer’s expectations and 
wants. 

We asked what customer feedback have you received 
about boilers and the market?

“The majority of customers are seeking to control 
costs. So they expect solutions that are easy to install, 
highly efficient during operation and extremely reliable 
for extended boiler life. Customers also expect greater 
intelligence from their boiler solutions, so they can be 
monitored remotely, as well as easily integrated into plant 
management solutions and boiler management systems 
(BMS). These features have become standard to meet 
market needs.” – Hernandez (AERCO)

“In the compact wall-hung category, contractors and 

Boiler Report
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consumers alike are 
placing a higher 
value on reliability 
than on efficiency, 
incentives, warran-
ties, training and 
ease of installation. 
We get very positive 
feedback from our 
contractors on not 
only reliability of 
boiler performance, 
but especially on 
after-sales technical 
support. We do not 
solve a boiler operat-
ing issue by replac-
ing it; we help our 
installers and service 
technicians find and 
fix a problem with a 

high level of success.  
That builds trust and 
confidence, not only 
in the product but 
especially the Baxi 

people working in partnership to deliver reliability to the 
end-user.” – Thomas (Baxi) 

“Our customers are seeing a crowded boiler market 
and want to work with a reliable partner. The targets 
haven’t changed in terms of needing a reliable product 
at a fair price with excellent customer service. But some 
of these priorities are getting shifted around in a crowded 
field, which is creating some unwanted instability in the 
market. We are happy to be one of the leading manufac-
turers in all of these areas and continue to push the enve-
lope, as we have for several decades in North America.”  
– Moffroid (Bosch) 

“We have found that is it important to keep things 
simple and efficient for our customers. They want a 
straightforward installation and setup of our products, 
whether it is in a new application or a replacement situa-
tion.” – Warren (Bradford White)

“Contractors have realized that the high-efficiency seg-
ment of the market is where the growth potential is. The 
condensing line, from Utica Boilers, includes models with 
unique features that make it faster and easier to install and 
setup these boilers.  Intelligent controls, simple piping and 
quick connections are some of the ways we accommodate 
them.” – Loran (ECR International) 

For Dodds (IBC), the feedback comes across simply 
as, “Easy set-up, and ease of service are important when 
selecting a boiler.” 

“Residential and commercial customers both look for 
feature-rich controls that are intuitive and easy to use such 
as the large color touch screen user interfaces found on all 
Laars high-efficiency commercial products. Additionally, 
users are looking to optimize total installed efficiency of 
their boiler installations. A key attribute to this is tying 
boiler modulation rates together with outdoor reset mea-

surements and variable speed pumping. In response to 
this need, Laars developed the proprietary VARI-PRIME 
control system that seamlessly matches the firing rate of 
a Laars boiler to its variable speed boiler pump’s flow 
to minimize operational expense.”  – O’Donnell (Laars 
Heating Systems)

“The attraction to wall-hung, compact, lightweight 
and high-efficient boiler products has been appealing 
to installing heating contractors. Consumers appreci-
ate the space-saving, off-the-floor boiler design, also.”  
– Fenske (Navien) 

“In general, customers have praised the ease-of-instal-
lation and set-up resulting from the available pre-selected 
defaults. However, no heating system is the same, so it’s 
still important to adjust the CB for optimized performance 
at each installation location.” – Fleming (Noritz)

“There is a clear need and desire for technical training 
that provides installers with installation, service and main-
tenance knowledge. There is a market shift toward high 
efficiency solutions and compact, pre-mixed solutions.” 
– Corcoran (Raypak)

“Federal and local utility rebates continu to drive 
opportunity and provide the consumer savings.”  
– Ernest (VESTA)

“Specific to Weil-McLain, AquaBalance was introduced 
late last year and showcased at the 2017 AHR Expo; both 
customer response and sales have been excellent. And 
when Evergreen was launched in 2015, we initially could 
not keep up with the demand. This underscores our belief 
that products that offer meaningful innovations with 
high-efficiency benefits will appeal to the marketplace. 
Tempering this, obviously, is the fact that three warm 
winters in a row have not helped sales of heating products 
overall.” – Klein (Weil-McLain)

If you’re in this industry, the hope is to be able to ulti-
mately deliver comfort to the end-user, your customer. But 
comfort means different things to different people.  So we 
asked the manufacturers what it meant to them.   

“Comfort means living in a care-free way. It means 
being confident that professional people are always read-
ily available should I need their help. It means sleeping 
well at night.  From a gas-fired Baxi boiler property owner 
standpoint, comfort is even warmth and reliable perfor-
mance.” – Thomas (Baxi) 

“Comfort should not require effort. To be fully com-
fortable, an owner must have peace of mind.  In terms of 
a heating system, this means not worrying about whether 
the system is working properly, may break down this 
winter or next, or is using more energy than necessary.  It 
also means not having to constantly make adjustments as 
the weather outside changes or as you move from room 
to room. This concept of “invisible comfort” is something 
we are pleased to offer our customers with the reliability 
of a Bosch boiler and a suite of programmable controls.” 
– Moffroid (Bosch) 

“Comfort is knowing that we put tremendous quality 
into designing, engineering and building our products to 
ultimately provide the best variety and performance for 
our customers.” – Warren (Bradford White)

“The heating or cooling system in a structure, that 

The CB Combination Boiler from 
Noritz, which delivers hot water to 
both plumbing and hydronic heat-
ing applications, is shown here 
being installed. 
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provides its occupants comfort year-round, should be reli-
able and undetectable.  No drastic swings in temperature 
should be occurring — that’s comfort.” – Loran (ECR 
International) 

“Warm, even radiant heat.  When it comes to comfort, 
conventional forced air heating cannot compete.” – Dodds 
(IBC)

“Comfort can mean many things but words such as 
‘reliability,’ ‘ease-of-use,’ ‘peace of mind’ in product per-
formance and, as we know in this industry, hydronic heat, 
offer unparalleled heating comfort to those occupying the 
living space.” – O’Donnell (Laars Heating Systems)

“Comfort in its truest sense should be felt and not be 
seen or heard.  Regarding heating and boilers, delivering 
this comfort without noise, drafts or unsightly diffusers or 
emitters.  A perfect example of this would be a low-temp, 
highly efficient radiant heating system powered by a high-
efficient gas-condensing boiler.  – Fenske (Navien) 

“To me, comfort means not having to think about heat 
for your home or hot water.  You can count on a consis-
tent temperature that is achieved with little variation.” – 
Fleming (Noritz)

“That my shoes are not too tight.  I’m just kidding.  I am 
comfortable, and most of our customers are too.  Parker 
Boiler products last a very long time with little or no fail-
ures.” – Leeming (Parker Boiler)

“Comfort is made up of many things, which include 
the temperature, humidity, energy expended, cost of the 
energy expended, the space required, warranty, availabil-
ity of replacement warranty parts, knowledge and profes-
sionalism of the installing service contractor.” – Ernest 
(VESTA)

“You want to achieve warmth and comfort in the best 
possible way.  We see boilers as delivering the better 
overall experience due to the type of heat they provide: 
more even heat, softer (not dry) heat and heat delivered 
effectively in any and all parts of the home and space.” – 
Klein (Weil-McLain) 

Our manufacturers are optimistic about what lies ahead 
in the industry, here’s what they had to say about an out-
look for the boiler market: 

“We see a bright future. AERCO is experiencing growth 
as decision-makers see the benefits of high-efficiency 
solutions such as those offered by AERCO. We are also 
well-positioned to meet the market demand for more 
‘connected’ boiler solutions. Facility managers need intel-
ligence and access at their fingertips, and by integrating 
tools such as OnAER Remote Monitoring, AERCO is 
meeting that requirement. Another reason for a favorable 
forecast is that we see the economy growing, which we 
expect will lead to more capital investments.” – Hernandez 
(AERCO)

“We have no reason to believe that the outlook for 
reliable high-efficiency wall-hung boilers is anything but 
promising.  As more property owners and renters through-
out the U.S. and Canada become more familiar with the 
space and cost-saving benefits of a high-quality wall-hung 
boiler, like Baxi, the category will begin to move closer 
to the European experience where the technology is, by 
far, the most preferred heating solution.” – Thomas (Baxi) 

“We are expecting moderate growth in the boiler mar-
ket this year, driven partially by new construction, but 
more by a higher replacement market supported by an 
improving economy. We’re also hoping we experience a 
colder winter than the last one in many areas of the U.S.” 
– Moffroid (Bosch)

“As boilers become more refined and efficient, we see 
steady growth in both replacement and new commercial 
applications. On the residential side, the expectation is 
that the replacement market will remain steady and con-
sumer confidence strong, with a wider variety of new, 
more efficient products available for today’s homes.” – 
Warren (Bradford White)

“I am optimistic that the high-efficiency wall-mounted 
boiler market will continue to grow as the trade becomes 
more familiar with the technology.” – Dodds (IBC) 

“Our outlook focuses on continued growth in the con-
densing boiler market segment.  The popularity of combi-
condensing boilers will continue to spur this growth 
trend.” – Loran (ERC International)

“We expect 2017 to unfold much like 2016 did with 
continued interest/growth in our high-efficiency condens-
ing product lines in both the residential and commercial 
markets.  Both new home construction and residential 
replacements are showing growth in the use of condens-
ing units, especially combi units. We’re also seeing com-
mercial construction expansion where high-efficiency 
products are being specified. However, there continues to 
be a strong demand for our near condensing, fan-assisted 
commercial product due to the overall value offered.” – 
O’Donnell (Laars Heating Systems)

“Generally, boiler sales have been flat with minimal 
increases year to year, but I am convinced this is chang-
ing. With the efficiency choices and space-saving designs, 
boilers as the main source or ancillary heat uses will con-
tinue to increase in use and popularity. While the economy 
improves, discretionary spending increases on items such 
as residential additions, finishing basements and add-on 
rec rooms, all perfect for comfortable hydronic heating.” 
– Fenske (Navien) 

“The boiler market has been a little soft this year, but 
we see this as an opportunity to introduce Noritz to the 
market as a true boiler alternative. Finding new uses for 
the combination boiler has shown very positive signs for 
continued growth in this category.” – Fleming (Noritz)

“Good,” says Leeming (Parker Boiler), “our sales keep 
growing.”

“We see the demand for tankless condensing boiler and 
combi-boiler market growing.” – Ernest (VESTA)\

“Weather always is a factor, as we have experienced 
mild winters in recent years. However, the high-efficiency 
market will continue to grow as green energy resources 
grow — as well as the rebates to fund them. Standard 
efficiency boilers will remain steady for the foreseeable 
future — at least until the more stringent DOE laws take 
effect.” – Klein (Weil-McLain)

To learn more about the products these manufacturers 
produce, check out our special boiler product section on 
the next page, or visit each of the manufacturers for more 
information. l

Boiler Report
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AERCO Benchmark Platinum 
The Benchmark Platinum fea-

tures a powerful bundle of innovative 
technologies including AERtrim, a 

patented O2 Trim technology, 
Dual Returns, and onAER 
Remote Monitoring, in addi-
tion to an industry-best war-
ranty. A key advantage of the 
Benchmark Platinum series 
is its dual return capability, 
which allows engineers to 
take full advantage of diverse 
load demands specific to a 
site in order to design the 
most efficient system pos-
sible. The dual returns keep 
cold water separate, creating 

a larger condensing zone in the 
heat exchanger that improves 

boiler efficiency up to 7 percent.  Dual 
returns are ideal for applications that 
feature combination systems includ-
ing multi-zone space heating, space 
heating with domestic hot water radi-
ant floor heating, snow melt, pool 
heating and more. AERtrim monitors 
actual site conditions and self-adjusts 
its combustion process to ensure the 
boiler is operating at optimal O2 lev-
els despite environmental variations. 
The onAER Remote Monitoring con-
tinuously monitors the overall health 
of the system and provides a conve-
nient site that offers an instant, intui-
tive, easy-to-read overview of a sys-
tem including unit performance, plant 
efficiency, detailed technical data and 
more. Monthly reports and instant 
email alerts notify facility managers 
of any faults or decline in equipment 
to prevent unnecessary wear-and-tear 
as well as premature failure.  AERCO

www.aerco.com

Baxi Luna Duo-Tec MP
During a recent field trial of the 

95 percent AFUE Baxi Luna Duo-
Tec MP wallhung commer-

cial boilers, the Baxi 
certified installer of 
a 3-boiler, common-
vented application 
achieved 99.9 percent 
energy efficiency. 
The Luna Duo-Tec 
1.110 MP has a 10:1 
modulation ratio (348 
M < 36 MBH) and a 

built-in pump, and the Luna Duo-Tec 
1.70 MP has a 7:1 modulation ratio 
(216 M < 32 MBH) with a built-in 
PWM modulating pump. Other built-
in features for each NOx compliant 
Luna Duo-Tec MP boiler include:

• 50 psi ASME pressure relief 
valve, low water cutoff, frost protec-
tion, mono-electric spark/ionization 
electrode, external LWCO contact.

• Program modes: automatic de-
aeration, anti-wind, anti-Legionella, 
chimney sweep and commissioning 
functions.

• Steel Heat Exchanger; insulated 
internal casing; 0-10 V interface pro-
vided in PCB.

• Cascade Management & Building 
Automation; remote control capabil-
ity. BAXI 

www.wallhungboilers.com

Bosch Buderus SSB Series
The Buderus SSB Series is a new 

sealed combustion, high efficiency 
stainless steel boiler line with con-
densing technology. The line consists 
of eight models in four separate cabi-
net sizes, with inputs ranging from 
85 MBH up to 1,024 
MBH, which are 
applicable for use 
in small studio 
units up to com-
mercial build-
ings. The series 
is designed as a 
modular platform 
for quick and easy 
installation in var-
ious applications, 
and to reduce the 
number of unique 
spare parts in invento-
ry. Residential and light commercial 
models are rated at 96 percent AFUE/
Thermal Efficiency. These boilers, 
which can be cascaded, feature a 
proprietary ASME SA-240 stain-
less steel type 316L heat exchanger 
and an integrated premix burner for 
optimized combustion. They can be 
vented using CPVC, PVC, PP, PP 
Flex, Stainless Steel AL29-4C, IPEX 
type IIA & IIB for use with single-
pipe, two-pipe, or concentric con-
figuration. Buderus SSB boilers have 
a 5:1 turn down ratio, an onboard 
control that includes a combination 

of weather compensation, mod-bus 
and BACNET connectivity, a two-
wire cascades link, plus terminal wir-
ing, and optional 0-10 VDC interface 
module. They also feature a fac-
tory installed low-water-cutoff and 
safety temperature high limiter with 
a manual reset to speed installation. 
Also, factory-installed in the larger 
units (sizes 512 to 1024 MBH) is 
CSD-1 -compliant low and high gas 
pressure switches. The two largest 
commercial size units feature side-
by-side twin heat exchangers for effi-
ciency and redundancy.  BOSCH 
THERMOTECHNOLOGY CORP.

boschheatingandcooling.com

Bradford White MagnaTech
Every commercial heating system 

is unique and requires a boiler that 
can adapt and respond to system 
fluctuations, while maintaining the 
energy conservation 
standards important 
to today’s build-
ing owners.  Such 
a boiler now exists 
in the innovative 
Bradford White 
Brute MagnaTech.  
Traditional boiler 
pumps are typi-
cally sized for the 
maximum capacity 
– a pump’s power 
consumption can 
drop by as much 
as 50 percent with only a 
20 percent reduction in speed.  In 
contrast, the Brute MagnaTech uti-
lizes Variable Speed Pump Control 
Technology to match the modula-
tion rate of the unit’s combustion 
system to the rate of a variable speed 
boiler pump.  This unique on-board 
control allows the Brute MagnaTech 
to mirror the heating system’s pro-
file during varying load conditions 
and optimize overall efficiency.   
BRADFORD WHITE CORP.

www.bradfordwhite.com

ECR International UCS 380
The new UCS 380, from Utica 

Boiler, is a high-efficiency, con-
densing hot water boiler perfect for 
commercial applications. Featuring 
a 95 percent thermal efficiency rat-

Boiler Products
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ing, the UCS 380 
may qualify for state, 
federal or local util-
ity company rebates. 
With an impressive 
10.5:1 modulation 
turn down ratio, 

the UCS 380 can 
meet varying load 
demands saving 
energy and reduc-

ing fuel costs. The 
boiler features a built-
in boiler loop pump, 

a low water pressure sensor and 
includes a LABOR SAVER Primary/
Secondary Manifold. Plug-N-Play, 
CSD-1 kits are available where local 
code require. They include manu-
al-reset, high temperature limit and 
LWCO.  The compact floor standing 
design also features built-in leveling 
legs. The UCS 380 is competitively 
priced without sacrificing features.  
ECR INTERNATIONAL

www.ecrinternational.com

IBC SL G3 Series
The new SL G3 Series condensing 

fire tube boilers boast inputs ranging 
from 115,000 to 399,000. 
Other features include 
up to 10:1 turn down 
ratio; built-in approved 
low water cut-off with 
manual reset high limit; 
true native BACnet; 
advanced touchscreen 
controller; built-in zone 
pump control – up to 
four zones; an exclusive 

moisture management system; 
five-year standard parts warranty; and 
a lifetime heat exchanger warranty. 
The easy-to-use boiler control has 
a visible flame current for trouble-
shooting, and provides detailed error 
messages. The series is easy to install 
and service with supply and return 
connections on both sides of all three 
models, and the longest vent lengths, 
up to 200 feet in 2-inch, and 480 feet 
in 3-inch. The smaller cabinets reduce 
the footprint, and the efficient design 
allows for easier parts access. With 
only two fans and a universal control-
ler, servicing all models just got a lot 
easier. IBC TECHNOLOGIES

www.ibcboiler.com

Laars Mascot FT Boiler
The Mascot FT boiler offers an 

Energy Star “Most Efficient” quali-
fied rating of 95 percent AFUE.  The 
system features a robust fire tube 
heat exchanger 
and is fully mod-
ulating to save 
fuel.  The natural 
gas or LP-fired 
unit is offered 
in many sizes 
and configura-
tions: 120, 140, 
and 199 MBH 
combi or as an 
80, 100, 120, 140, 
and 199 MBH heating 
only boiler. Combi models include an 
integrated mini-indirect tank result-
ing in superior DHW performance 
by minimizing temperature fluctua-
tions and providing hot water quickly.  
Packed with features, the Mascot FT 
can be ordered as a floor-standing 
or wall hung unit, includes an easy-
to-use advanced control system, a 
fully coated control board protected 
from moisture, gas leak detection 
system that will shut down boiler if 
gas leak detected for added safety, 
outdoor reset, domestic hot water pri-
ority, primeless condensate trap, zero 
clearance installation, and venting 
up to 100 feet.  LAARS HEATING 
SYSTEMS

www.laars.com

Lochinvar Noble 
Fire Tube Combi Boiler

The Noble Fire Tube Combi Boiler 
for residential applications is avail-
able in three models ranging from 
110,000 to 199,999 BTU/hr. It offers 
easy installation and serviceability, 
true instantaneous response time and 
a user-friendly interface. In addition 
to 10:1 turn down and 95 percent 

AFUE, the Noble Fire 
Tube Combi Boiler is 
designed, engineered 
and assembled in 
the U.S. The boiler 
is equipped with 
Lochinvar’s SMART 
CONTROL and fea-
tures an intuitive 
setup wizard to guide 
contractors through 

programming parameters quickly 
and easily. The backlit, user-friend-
ly LCD display provides diagnos-
tic information and system status in 
plain English, not codes. The boiler’s 
patented control technology, featur-
ing pre-heat and domestic hot water 
response modes enable this combi 
to deliver hot water almost instanta-
neously during frequent use cycles, 
like washing dishes. For space heat-
ing, the Noble boiler’s Air Handler 
Interlock provides comfort and ener-
gy savings. By switching from space 
heating to domestic hot water mode, 
it immediately stops non-heated air 
from circulating so homeowners stay 
comfortable. Critical components 
such as the built-in circulator are 
easily accessible making service and 
maintenance for quick and easy for 
contractors. LOCHINVAR 

www.Lochinvar.com

Navien NHB 
Ideal for both commercial and resi-

dential use, the Navien Heating Boiler 
(NHB) series is avail-
able in four sizes: 
NHB-55, NHB-80, 
NHB 110 and NHB-
150 with turn-down-
ratios respectively of 
7:1, 10:1, 11:1, and 
15:1. The notewor-
thy 15:1 turn-down-
ratio in the NHB-
150 is achieved with 
Navien’s advanced 
burner system made possible by the 
newly developed dual Venturi gas 
delivery system. The two largest 
condensing boilers, NHB-110 and 
NHB-150 can be cascaded up to 16 
units and common vented up to 8 
units. “Our NHB heating boiler prod-
uct is much more than just another 
high-efficiency condensing wall hung 
boiler,” says Brian Fenske, specialty 
channel sales manager for Navien. 
“Yes, we have 95 percent AFUE, 
outdoor reset as required, and a few 
other similar operational features like 
the other brand choices available. 
But then so much more! This product 
offers the installer an opportunity to 
achieve a true high-efficiency instal-
lation,” Fenske says. NAVIEN 

www.BoilersMadeSmart.com

Boiler Products
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Noritz CB Combination 
The CB Combination boiler deliv-

ers hot water to both plumbing and 
hydronic heating applications and 
manages to switch between those 

uses without a perceiv-
able difference 
in performance 
on either side. 
Its 95 percent 
AFUE make it an 
extremely energy-
efficient appli-
ance that meets 
“Energy Star Most 
Efficient” stan-
dards. Delivering 
up to 9.2 GPM 
of domestic hot 
water, the CB 
Combi provides 
nearly twice as 

much flow as competitor models. A 
flow control valve, not offered by 
competitors, allows the unit to deliver 
the maximum possible domestic hot 
water flow rate at stable temperature 
regardless of incoming water tem-
perature. The Combi also includes 
terminals for driving an external or 
booster pump (up to 2 amps) with-
out the need for a relay, as well as 
an outdoor temperature sensor that 
is included standard with the unit. 
NORITZ

www.noritz.com

NTI Boilers VMAX153
The newest addition of NTI’s 

MAXIMUM line of boilers is the 
VMAX153 stainless 

steel firetube boiler.  
It is available in a 
boiler (VM153) or 
a combi (VM153P) 
version with 16-gal-
lon Stainless Steel 
indirect water heater 
built in.  Designed 
for maximum value 
with a built-in pri-
mary loop, circula-
tor and high-energy 
spark ignition as 
standard features; 
maximum vital-
ity with a stainless 

steel down-fired heat 
exchanger that ensures a long product 

life and an enduring source of home 
comfort; and maximum versatility 
with universal flue connections and 
is easily converted from natural gas 
to propane. It features 10:1 turn down 
ratio, high energy spark ignition, zero 
clearance installation, test ports on 
intake and exhaust, LP conversion 
kit, universal vents, 120 V outlet, 
service switch, nearly unlimited vent-
ing options, and a limited lifetime 
heat exchanger warranty. Primary/
Secondary piping is built in. On the 
standard non-combi (VM153) ver-
sion the internal boiler circulator will 
also pump to your indirect water 
heater saving both time and money! 
NTI BOILERS 

www.ntiboilers.com

Parker Boiler TC Series
The TC Series of condensing hot 

water boilers is available in sizes 
from 399,000 BTU up to 5,443,000 
BTU input with stainless steel con-
struction for resistance to corrosion 

at low operating temperatures, built 
for extremely high efficiency to 98 
percent. The units are available with 
conventional gas burners or low NOx 
power type burners, and are ETL 
Listed as complete “Gas Fired Boiler 
Assemblies” per UL 795.  Units 
under 2.0 MM BTU/hr input are 
SCAQMD 1146.2 certified. The TC 
205 Series is a modern stainless and 
carbon steel condensing boiler, pack-
aged with conventional boiler con-
trols for simplicity and high efficien-
cy operation for use in closed system 
heating application. The stainless and 
carbon steel boiler features stain-
less steel flue passages for resistance 
to corrosion at low operating tem-
peratures, and extra-large amount of 

heating surface. The sealed combus-
tion chamber allows for low excess 
air levels and high efficiencies. Low 
and medium temperature return con-
nections increase overall boiler effi-
ciency by allowing cool water to chill 
flue gasses to the greatest extent.  
PARKER BOILER CO.

www.parkerboiler.com

Raypak Xtherm
The Raypak 

Xtherm product 
platform has now 
been expanded 
up to 4 mil-
lion BTU’s. 
Standard is our 
new Versa IC 
touch screen 
integrated con-
trol system. A 
Modbus BMS 
port is standard as 
well as cold water pro-
tection control.  High ther-
mal efficiency along with a best in 
class 12:1 turn down ratio. Low lead 
bronze headers are standard. Indoor/
outdoor construction. RAYPAK 

www.raypak.com

VESTA VRC Revolution 
Combi Boiler

The VRC Revolution Combi Boiler 
is a high efficiency, condensing boiler 
that provides abundant heat for both 
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space heating and DHW. One unit 
takes care of it all. The boiler has an 
AFUE of 95 percent, 10:1 turn down 
ratio and a self-calibration mode, 
which is customizing of unit opera-
tion parameters. The boiler uses exist-
ing 1/2-inch gas pipe up to 24 feet. 
A negative pressure gas valve pro-
vides constant performance at the low 
gas pressure situation. Other features 
include a built-in circulation pump, 
2-inch PVC vent up to 60 feet (3-inch 
venting up to 150 feet), full stainless-
steel heat exchanger construction, an 
exhaust gas temperature sensor for 
safe operation, and simple conversion 
to propane (LP orifice is already in 
the box). The environmentally friend-
ly Low NOx combustion system is 
SCAQMD 1146.2 compliant. VESTA

www.vestahws.com

Weil-McLain AquaBalance
The AquaBalance combination 

boiler features leading-edge hydronic 
technology for smaller space resi-
dential applications. It combines the 
warmth of high-efficiency space heat-
ing and the convenience of on-demand 
domestic hot water in a reli-
able, space-saving pack-
age.  With a capacity of 
155,000 BTU/hr input, 
the combi-boiler pro-
duces a constant supply 
of hot water with up to 
4 GPM at 70 F tem-
perature rise. Featuring 
94.4 percent AFUE ener-
gy efficiency, and the 
industry’s latest stainless 
steel, titanium-infused 
heat exchanger technol-
ogy, AquaBalance is 
ENERGY STAR-rated to 
deliver maximum opera-
tional cost savings.  Ideal 
for retrofits or new construction in 
single-family homes, apartments or 

condominiums, AquaBalance offers 
a high-efficiency condensing tech-
nol- ogy with power to supply 

hydronic heat for up to a 
2,500 square-foot home 

and enough hot water to 
run two showers and 
a dishwasher simul-
taneously. It features 
an aesthetically pleas-
ing design and user-
friendly controls to 
make operation easy, 
and it streamlines the 
installation process by 
eliminating the need 
to hook up a separate 
boiler and hot water 
tank.  WEIL-MCLAIN
www.weil-mclain.com

Boiler Products
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Sometimes it is good to take a step back from our 
day-to-day activities and take a look at the way tech-
nology is advancing in our industry. Our industry 

has truly accomplished an amazing feat in keeping people 
comfortable. So much so that people take their comfort 
systems for granted and don’t really appreciate what they 
have, unless they have to do without for a day or two. They 
have come to expect their homes to be the exact tempera-
ture they desire. They also keep pushing to have individual 
temperature control in every room of their home. 

Indeed, today’s consumers are far removed from those 
of 100 years ago. Back then, most people were responsible 

for their own comfort. A 
central heating system was 
a luxury that most could 
not afford. They always 
made time during the hot 
summer months to go 
out and cut wood for the 
upcoming winter. They 
had to make sure they had 
a big enough stockpile 
of seasoned wood to last 
the whole winter. They 
would heat their homes 
with one or two wood or 
coal stoves. They became 
experts at controlling the 
draft and properly bank-
ing the fire for the longest 
burn times and the proper 
amount of heat. When 

they got too warm, they would find a chair farther away 
from the stove, or crack a window. If they came in, chilled 
from the outdoors, they would usually park themselves 
right beside the stove to warm up. Their boots and shoes 
could also be found close to the stove, because putting on 
a warm pair of boots is a pleasure. In some ways, they had 
things better than we do today. In other ways, not so much. 

Hydronics
The hydronic market has been slow and steady for the 

last few years. Bob “Hot Rod” Rohr men-
tions that manufacturers are staying the 
course and introducing a few products a 
year to stay current and relevant. 

He also notices a consumer indus-
try that is expressing more interest in 
condensing gas combi boilers. Many 
American manufacturers, such as 
Lochinvar, also seem to be responding 
with price point combi boilers to com-
pete against some of the offshore brands. 
Combi boilers have provided a more bud-
get-friendly solution for many homeown-
ers and minimized the space required for 
central heating and hot water production. 

Not a lot has changed in boiler heat 
exchanger technology. More has been done 
recently with the gas train assembly, to allow higher turn 
down firing ratios. This is also an effort to make combi boil-
ers a more viable equipment choice. They have historically 
been an ill fit for many residential hydronic systems. 

Dan Foley (Foley Mechanical) says water quality and 
ECM pump technology are two hot topics in the hydronic 
industry; the two really go hand in hand. ECM pumps are 
not generally expected to have a long lifespan if the water 
quality in the system is poor and allows iron corrosion to 
take place. The pumps have very powerful internal mag-
nets, which attract waterborne iron particles and can lead 
to pump failure. 

Boiler manufacturers have also been pushing water qual-
ity. The heat exchangers (HX) in the new high efficiency 
boilers are not nearly as tolerant as the old cast iron boilers 
were. One of the major causes of HX failures in new boil-
ers is due to poor water quality control in the system. A 
few manufacturers such as Caleffi and Axiom have brought 
innovative new products to the market to address water 
quality issues.  

Heating Season Preview: 
Looking Ahead 
By Harvey Ramer
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Radiant
When it comes to new water-based comfort system 

installs, I see more and more interest in radiant as opposed 
to baseboard or radiators. Radiant heating has really been 
catching on in the agricultural and light commercial areas. 
Most new shops and barns that get built here in South 
Central Pennsylvania will use a radiant slab as their heat 
source. The general public as well as contractors are also 
becoming aware of the need for proper insulation under 
the slabs. Whether this awareness has been brought on by 
increased training or failed systems, I’m not sure. Maybe 
a bit of both? Manufacturers keep bringing out innova-

tive new products to make radi-
ant installs faster and simpler. 
Some examples are REHAU’s 
RAUPEX SPEED, Viega Rapid 
Grid and PEX-Pal by Axiom. 

Radiant cooling is also gain-
ing some traction in the market-
place. At this point, it is mostly 
done in commercial and high-
end residential applications. As 
an industry, we still lack a lot of 
training and educational mate-
rials that will be necessary to 
create a greater radiant cooling 
market in residential homes. Part 
of the training that will be neces-
sary for radiant contractors is 
psychrometric calculations and 
engineering. Right now, most 
people have a misplaced fear 
of condensation forming on the 

floors and pipes in a radiant cooling application. 
Understanding psychrometrics and how to design sys-

tems that create the proper indoor air conditions will help 
people realize that radiant cooling can be an effective com-
fort system in most inhabited climates around the globe. 
Much like radiant heating systems, radiant cooling systems 
offer superior comfort and a healthier indoor environment. 
This is the primary reason they are sought after. 

Some manufacturers, such as Tekmar, have recently 
brought out systems controls that incorporate radiant cool-
ing and make the install less formidable for the contractor. 

Geothermal
When it comes to geothermal, everyone is asking the 

question: What happens now that the tax credit is gone? 
That seems to be the foremost things on people’s minds. 
There are many who think the industry won’t be able to 
stand on its own feet without the subsidy that was being 
provided by the federal government. Others believe that the 
industry should be able to stand alone, but it will dramati-
cally slow in growth. 

I spoke to Creative Energy Solutions in Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania. They are the largest Geo distributor in the 
local area. I asked them for their thoughts on the expired 
tax credit.

The general consensus was that they have to learn how 
to sell again. They said, “While the tax credit was in effect, 

it was easy. Geo systems literally sold themselves. Now 
that it’s gone, sales are down a bit, but we expect to remain 
profitable. We have been selling geothermal systems before 
there was a tax credit, and we will continue. We do expect 
to gain back some business from the contractors that 
were buying geothermal equipment from HVAC/plumb-
ing wholesalers, as we see them dropping their geothermal 
lines from distribution. 

Jay Egg, from “EggGeo,” offers some good advice for 
contractors that are selling 
and installing Geothermal 
systems:

• Offer geothermal first. 
Let the homeowner know 
that this is the best system 
you can offer. Emphasize the 
flexibility of a Geo system. It 
is compatible with many dif-
ferent distribution systems, 
both hydronic and forced air. 

• Make the longevity of 
Geo systems a selling point. 
A geothermal unit that is 
properly installed and main-
tained is expected to have a 
lifespan of 25–30 years, as 
compared to air source heat 
pump systems that normally 
only get 12-17 years of ser-
vice. Also, the loop field of 
a Geo system is expected to 
last 100 years or more. Many 
people only look at payback of one system’s efficiency 
as compared to another, while leaving out longevity and 
replacement costs. The longevity alone makes geothermal 
a viable competitor even in the absence of the tax credit. 

• Another selling point of geothermal is aesthetics. Unlike 
air source heat pumps, geothermal source heat pumps have 
all the equipment hidden inside of the building. This not 
only enhances the curb appeal of the home, but it also cuts 
down on the noise pollution, allowing homeowners to more 
thoroughly enjoy outside activities. What’s worse than hav-
ing a barbecue on the back patio when suddenly that noisy 
condenser unit from your air source heat pump kicks in? 
Very disruptive.  

• And don’t forget to let the homeowner know about the 
efficiency levels that geothermal is able to attain. If you 
take a look at some of the new equipment, they are getting 
some extraordinarily high COP and EER numbers. Geo 
units are also more likely to maintain these efficiency levels 
throughout their lifespan, due to their environment. The 
refrigeration piping and installation is all done in a factory 
environment, as opposed to field installed piping and refrig-
erant charging. The heat rejection/absorption is many times 
in a sealed loop field as opposed to an outside condenser 
that is exposed to sun, rain and dust. 

Jay Egg also mentioned that geothermal continues to 
grow in commercial and institutional applications. These 
systems not only provide all of the previously mentioned 
benefits, but they also remove serious health and security 

Heating Season
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risks by eliminating cooling towers in these buildings. We 
have been seeing ever more news articles about people 
contracting Legionnaires’ disease from cooling towers. Geo 
eliminates this risk. Cooling towers also pose a risk for criti-
cal function buildings, where the cooling tower is exposed, 
and if tampered with, could render an entire building with-
out air conditioning and force it to be evacuated.    

Alternative energy
Max Rohr, who keeps a close eye on the alternative 

energy market, says he is seeing steady improvements in 
technology related to systems driven by renewable energy. 
He says that recently most of the recent developments are 
finance-related. Companies have started offering third-
party financing, along with leasing arrangements and some 
community expense shared projects.

 Bob Hot Rod Rohr, Caleffi, provides some insight on 
solar thermal. Solar thermal, even in the sunbelt areas, is 
pretty soft, low energy cost, and rebate programs are dry-
ing up. The little solar thermal we do is commercial, like 
brew pubs, prisons, large, consistent DHW users. We are 
bidding more and more solar thermal to the islands where 
energy costs are quite high due to diesel powered electric-
ity. Resort properties are the biggest opportunity with high 
DHW loads.

It also appears there is still interest in biomass/wood boil-
ers, but people are a little slower on pulling the trigger, due 
to the low fossil fuel prices. 

Connectivity
Connectivity may be one of the fastest growing areas of 

our industry. It is coming whether or not we are ready for it. 
If we, as an industry, don’t fill the slots, one of the Silicon 
Valley tech giants will. I think we will all have to buckle up 
for this ride.

What I’m speaking of is the concept of smart homes. 
A home that responds to your voice commands and is 
designed to make life easier and more convenient for the 
occupant. These smart home systems command an ever-
increasing number of functions of a home’s mechanical 
systems. Soon enough, they will engulf the entire home. It 
seems like up till now, most of the activity has been based 
around electrical systems, lights, blinds, receptacles and so 
forth. But in the last few years, thermostats have become 
front and center. This brings the HVAC/heating contractor 
into the fray. 

To understand what it is that we must bring to the table, 
we have to first understand how these systems are being 
controlled and where that control is headed. Historically, a 
smart house has been controlled by a single controller with 
proprietary hardware and software. These have been more 
expensive systems and not as flexible. You were not able to 
control one of your home’s functions unless the manufac-
turer of your control system made a controller specifically 
for the function. It was also much more difficult to program 
a controller to carry out events in the order that you wanted 
and not easy for the homeowners to change the program 
on a whim. 

Now the control platform is starting to move to a cloud-
based command center. This is a platform where the 

online software communicates with the home’s controllers 
through Wi-Fi. The homeowners can use the cloud platform 
to create commands in a simplified user interface. These 
commands, control the systems and functions within your 
home. Manufacturers are making controllers that are indi-
vidualized to their particular equipment or intended control 
functions, and are able to communicate to the cloud-based 
command center. 

One such command center is called If This Than That 
(IFTTT). Here’s how it works. You have all your home’s 
devices connected and visible in the command center. Then 
you go in and say, if this device is doing this, then that 
device should do that. It’s scary simple. There are more 
companies joining as well. Domino’s has been one of the 
latest. 

Let’s do a scenario for illustration. 
You come home from work with your smartphone in 

your pocket. As soon as you get within the preset range of 
your geofencing thermostat, your home’s comfort system 
switches on and goes to your desired set point. The lights 
in the driveway turn on and the sprinklers in the yard turn 
off. As you pull up the drive and hit your garage door 
opener, the garage lights also come on. The door to the 
house unlocks and lights come on to light a pathway into 
the house. 

You decide you want to have your roommates or friends 
over for a pizza dinner. You call it in to Domino’s. As soon 
as your food hits the oven, everyone gets a notification. You 
can have your lights change hue or your TV switch on to 
your favorite channel. Once it’s out for delivery, your porch 
light turns on, and the sprinklers turn back off. 

Fun stuff, right?
So now the master control has moved to the cloud, and 

the home is customized through individual Wi-Fi controls 
from many different manufacturers. 

You may ask: Why is this important for me to know as a 
heating contractor?

Like I said before, thermostats and comfort systems 
have come into the spotlight of the tech industry. Now you 
need to be able to offer a product that allows your comfort 
system to be controlled via these cloud command centers. 
There are currently no less than 500 different companies 
all angling for the cloud control business. At the end of the 
day, there will be a handful of winners, and the rest will 
just disappear. 

There are a few manufacturers, Honeywell being one 
of them, that are making their thermostats and products 
compatible with all online platforms. This way they will be 
onboard with whoever ends up winning the cloud control 
market.  

As a heating contractor, it is good to know these things 
and be able to offer the consumer products that are not only 
connected now, but will still be compatible in the future. l 

Harvey Ramer is the owner of Ramer Mechanical (RM) 
LLC. RM specializes in radiant heating and hydronic heat-
ing systems. The company also provides other mechanical 
services to the residential and light commercial market. 
Ramer also provides heating system design services and 
consultation across the country.

Heating Season
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Who runs our water? is a legitimate question to 
ask ourselves in the Age of Replacement with a 
$1 trillion price tag. The quick answer: 72,000 

water utilities run by thousands of workers. The long 
answer includes variables such as water utilities following a 
traditional business model to meet tightening requirements, 
staggering infrastructure costs and the resistance to pay 
increases. Not to mention, as the earth continues to heat up, 
utilities will need to structure themselves accordingly to 
meet the occurrence of weather-related disasters. 

Some utilities have been assembling research teams and 
collaborating on new ideas with external resources such as 
research centers, universities and consultants to help with 
cost of service and trigger new revenue outlets.

The American Water Works Association (AWWA) “State 
of the Water Industry” report indicates that “one in ten utili-
ties are either considering or beginning to implement proj-
ects in which wastewater undergoes a series of treatments 
and is reintroduced to drinking water systems. This process 
involves advanced technologies such as reverse osmosis, 
membrane treatment and advanced oxidation.” 

One in ten is not even close to enough. Many utilities still 
are in need of clearer guidance for developing and leading 
teams. As shown in Flint, Michigan, utilities that are not 
properly invested in will have a hard time meeting increas-
ing monetary and environmental demands. Many of them 
are understaffed and underfunded, and have begun to ask 
themselves how they will be able to compete with privatiza-
tion. What’s more, with most of our nation’s water utilities, 
they are unequally distributed. According to the EPA, only 
8 percent of the nation’s water utilities serve 82 percent of 
the population. 

By bringing our utilities into the eye of the public and 
working with them on sustainable, safe, cost-effective solu-
tions, we will be able to better address America’s water 
infrastructure. This is what pump manufacturer Grundfos 
had in mind when it created its “Who Runs The Water That 
Runs America” campaign to help water and wastewater 
utilities raise public awareness of the water sector and the 
challenges it faces.

“Our goal is to bring the heroes of the water and waste-
water utilities to the forefront and help them with their 
public communication,” says Robert Montenegro, executive 
vice president of Water Utility/Municipal at Grundfos. “In a 

recent consumer research survey, only 38 percent of respon-
dents said they are knowledgeable or highly knowledgeable 
on the condition of their local water supply. Grundfos hopes 
water utilities can reach the remaining 62 percent that may 
not fully realize or appreciate what goes into providing 
them water and who is responsible.”

Grundfos recently launched websites, one directed at 
the public and the other for water utility professionals. The 
site for consumers (www.whorunsthewater.com) provides 
information on water cycles and usage, pricing and global 
implications. It also offers a utility locator and a quiz to 
measure water consumption. This interactive site is how 
the company hopes to provide some outreach to the public, 
which has been a huge challenge for utilities.

I took the online quiz to test my own footprint. It turns 
out, I’m a water waster. I take 25-minute showers, eat meat 
at least three days a week and drive a car. Though there are 
more obvious ways I can cut back on my day-to-day use, 
like cutting down my showers to 10 minutes or less, many 
wasteful water practices are “indirect.”

“That means you aren’t the one actually using the water, 
but are still taking part in an activity made possible by 
someone else’s use of it. For example, it takes 634 gallons 
of water to produce a hamburger. If you eat one less burger 
a week, it has the same water-saving effects of line-drying 
your clothes half the time. Another example — it costs 
around 2,900 gallons of water to produce a pair of jeans. If 
you cut down on how many jeans you buy in a year, you are 
cutting down on water use,” Montenegro says. Ninety per-
cent of our total water footprint is taken up by indirect use. 

The website directed at water utility professionals (us.
grundfos.com/whorunsthewater.html) offers free resources 
they can use to educate consumers about America’s water 
and wastewater infrastructure. It shares templates for social 
media posting, as well as a short movie that utilities can 
customize with its own information and download to its 
websites. This site provides professional resources that 
“many smaller and midsize utilities don’t have at the ready.” 
It also provides access to a consumer survey, detailing con-
sumer attitudes around water utilities and water usage. 

Grundfos’ consumer survey results are based on an 
online survey conducted by Kunde & Co (Copenhagen, 
Denmark), using a web survey panel to interview 2,000 
individuals, 18 and older, living in the continental United 

Who Runs Our Water?
One pump manufacturer’s initiative 
to bring water utilities to the forefront.

By Sarah Cimarusti 
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States. The sample was nationally representative in terms 
of age, gender and state to ensure that the distribution mir-
rors that of the U.S. population, based on Census data. The 
survey was conducted on March 6-13, 2017.

One of the most startling findings listed on the websites 
is that 49 percent of people don’t think they will be affected 
by a water shortage.

“That 49 percent number reveals a stark disconnect 
between consumers and water utility managers, who over-
whelmingly expect a water shortage within the next 10 
years, spurred by factors such as climate change and popu-
lation growth. These two groups need to get on the same 
page for us to have a chance at solving some of our greatest 
environmental challenges,” Montenegro says. 

Another disconnect pertains to the cost of water. “Only 
2 percent of Americans said they felt they should pay more 
when asked to evaluate their water bill. It’s understand-
able — no one likes to pay more. However, more than 70 
percent of water utilities surveyed in 2016 said they are not 
generating enough revenue to cover their costs while also 
funding infrastructure improvements. Left unsolved, this 
disconnect could lead to water supply issues in the future,” 
Montenegro explains.

Water utilities across the U.S. operate under a pricing 
model in which customer usage of water influences utili-
ties’ revenue and financial performance. Many utilities use 
pricing tools for impacting use. However, changes in water 
use has left many to question if it’s necessary to restructure 
this model to allow for greater uncertainties. 

The Water Research Foundation study, “Defining a 
Resilient Business Model for Water Utilities” articulates: 
“Without constant attention to pricing levels and structures, 
consistent decreases in water use from year to year can lead 
to significant revenue shortfalls for utilities. While many 

utilities have an expressed goal of reducing water usage, 
excessive declines in water use over recent years have 
caught many utilities off-guard, as revenues have fallen 
below predicted levels. As a significant driver of water use, 
weather can compound the relationship and its predictabil-
ity, particularly in a time of climate extremities.” 

National trends continue to point to lower use and finan-
cial challenges for utilities. The 2014 study concludes: 
“Data indicate that water use declines have been occur-
ring for several years. In the long-run, these reductions 
are beneficial to the utility and to the environment, putting 
less stress on existing water resources, lowering power and 
chemical uses and costs, delaying the need for expanding 
water resource supplies, freeing current supplies for future 
customers, and preserving water resources for environmen-
tal uses. However, because demand is closely linked to 
utility revenue, low levels of water use in the short-run are 
likely to create the largest financial challenge facing water 
and sewer utilities in the coming decades.”

Another consumer survey finding states that 60 percent 
of people surveyed are satisfied with services provided 
by their water utility, but 35 percent of them don’t know 
enough about their water or its services. If everyone’s 
happy or ignorant, why should utilities be pushed into the 
spotlight? Why is this consumers’ problem?

“It ultimately goes back to the aging infrastructure of 
America’s water and wastewater systems. If consumers 
don’t know about their water utility or its services, they 
won’t understand the increasing need to improve pipes, 
sewers, pumps and other water-related components, most 
of which date back to the 1940s or earlier,” Montenegro 
explains. “Americans oftentimes don’t focus on a problem 
until it impacts them directly, but we must be more proac-
tive. Regarding the learning, that’s the whole point of this 

initiative. Through the resources we offer, our hope 
is that water utilities will be better equipped to edu-
cate the consumers they serve about the importance 
of maintaining America’s water infrastructure.”

Change begins with the advocates for said 
change. And if advocates have information on 
their utilities readily available that they can use to 
reach decision-makers, we will be that much closer 
to pushing the cause of infrastructure funding. 
Behavioral change — how much water we con-
sume and how we consume — also will be essential 
to the change equation. 

Montenegro explains, “Educated consumers 
make vocal advocates for change. The more people 
who care about this issue, the more people who are 
willing to talk to their congresspersons about push-
ing the cause of infrastructure funding on Capitol 
Hill. Or maybe it’s a behavioral change, like eat-
ing one less burger here and there, or reducing the 
length of a shower. It all comes down to providing 
the facts so that consumers can act — even in small 
ways. When consumers are on the same page as 
water utilities, there’s power in that as well — more 
understanding around what water costs, and how 
much more will be needed to correct issues before 
they become problems.” l
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In this service profile, Nancy Wilson, Senior Technical 
Lead, Gas Appliances, CSA Group provides answers 
to frequently asked questions about the Design 

Evaluation process for gas-fired products and the contri-
bution it can make to successful product development and 
commercialization.

Q: What is Design Evaluation?
Nancy Wilson (NW): This is a confidential, third-party 

evaluation process that supports efficient and effective 
product design and development by manufacturers and 
other brand owners. Performed at the initial prototype 
stage, the service helps identify design flaws or other 
issues that could prevent the product from meeting appli-
cable safety standards. The service also includes special-
ized evaluations to confirm that the product will perform 
properly and meet expectations of downstream customers, 
including distributors, retailers and consumers.

A comprehensive Design Evaluation consists of:
Product Safety Evaluation – While a Design Evaluation 

isn’t part of the formal safety testing and certification pro-
cess, which is later performed independently by a quali-
fied testing laboratory, this preliminary evaluation can 
provide advance verification that your product will meet 
the applicable safety requirements during formal testing 
and certification, sparing you potentially costly rework 
and retesting.

Product Performance Evaluation – Specialized per-
formance testing is included to confirm that competitive 
and brand benchmarks, as well as customer expectations 
are met. Identifying and addressing product performance 
issues at the early prototype stage can mean consider-
able savings, sparing you launch delays, product returns, 
retooling expenses and brand reputation damage.

Q: Could you describe the Design Evaluation process?
NW: it begins with a thorough review of the applicable 

ANSI or other safety requirements, codes, protocols, 
plus any specific benchmarks, to understand how they 
affect the product. An initial evaluation is conducted to 
assess how the product is assembled and how it operates. 
Included is safety and performance testing to determine 
how well the product meets industry, market and pro-
prietary requirements. An assessment of product design 
schematics, markings, manuals and other documentation 
for accuracy and completeness can also be included.

Once the initial evaluation is completed, a gap analy-

sis is prepared, documenting and safety or performance 
shortfalls. A formal report presents the evaluation results 
allowing manufacturers to make corrections, and revised 
prototypes are again evaluated.

Q: Why is third-party Design Evaluation particularly 
valuable to internal design teams?

NW: Faced with complex design challenges, includ-
ing adopting new technologies to enhance functionality 
and incorporating multiple new design features, the effi-
cacy of your overall design can be compromised. Fresh 
insight from external, independent experts helps validate 
the initial product design and allow you to confidently 
proceed with the next stage of commercialization. This 
fresh insight is particularly valuable when designing an 
innovative new product or adding groundbreaking new 
technology during redesign.

Q: Can you share some real-world examples of prob-
lems Design Evaluation can prevent?

NW: We’ve regularly encountered cases where brand 
owners could not only save significant time and money, 
but have serious safety hazards avoided.

In one case, a fire pit product was designed to be used 
with a specific type of burner media. The manufacturer 
offered alternative media, creating an unforeseen safety 
issue. The alternative media reduced venting so that gas 
was dangerously retained in the burner area, especially 
under low wind conditions.  This hazard could have been 
avoided if Design Evaluation had been performed.

Another case involved a propane-fired smoker where 
substitution for an alternative control component dur-
ing production caused the flame to blow out at low heat 
settings. Pooling of unburned fuel at the bottom of the 
enclosed the vessel caused an explosion when the unit was 
relit. The component change became necessary when sup-
ply of the original part was discontinued. The replacement 
had a smaller opening in the valve that didn’t perform 
properly in the product design. Design Evaluation con-
siders potential supply issues and availability of suitable 
alternative parts, which would have avoided this hazard 
situation.

Two cases involving barbecue grills that didn’t cook 
properly show how Design Evaluation can also identify 
performance concerns. The first saw a basic design flaw 
that led to a large number of product returns. Subsequent 
testing found a vent opening that was too large, result-

Reduce Risk to your Brand 
Use design evaluation services.
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mentation up to date throughout the development process 
can also avoid delays.

Q: What types of organizations should use the Design 
Evaluation service?

NW: Design Evaluation is intended to support the 
product development process of any brand owner respon-
sible for product design or overseeing product design. 
Manufacturers, suppliers, retailers with private label prod-
ucts and others will benefit from this service.

Q: When in the design process should Design 
Evaluation take place?

NW: It should be performed before you enter the pre-
production phase of product development. It is intended to 
identify any gaps in your product design prior to finalizing 
prototypes and initiating the formal safety testing and 
certification process. This is also the best time to identify 
potential construction or performance issues so they can 
be corrected before safety evaluation.

Design Evaluation is part of a broad portfolio of prod-
uct evaluation services offered by CSA Group to help 
product manufacturers, retailers, importers and other 
brand owners streamline their product development cycles 
to get products to market more efficiently. Learn more at 
www.csagroup.org. l

ing in high heat loss and undercooking. This costly issue 
would have been avoided using Design Evaluation, which 
would have detected and corrected this design issue prior 
to production.

Design Evaluation of an early grill prototype spared a 
second manufacturer a similar problem. During a meat 
cooking test, we discovered an inefficient flame tamer 
design impeded cooking performance. A minor design 
change was recommended and the problem solved before 
final design and subsequent product returns.

Q: Do designers tend to struggle with some basic 
issues more than others?

NW: Proper conversion of products from propane to 
natural gas is often a technical issue. Designers may not 
recognize the physical difference in these fuels and the 
impact on safe and effective design. Natural gas is lighter 
than propane and can be harder to keep lit. Fuel conver-
sion kits need to anticipate and address this difference to 
ensure safety and performance. Different fittings, hose 
configurations and other components may be required. It’s 
also critical to ensure that airflow isn’t excessive so flames 
aren’t easily extinguished.

Product schematics, markings, and manuals can also 
be overlooked when designers are preparing for formal 
product safety testing and certification. Keeping docu-
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Sarah:
I want to thank you for the good work with Plumbing 

Engineer magazine. I look forward to reading it each 
month. I enjoyed last month's article "Hospital Hot Water" 
and agree with the author on the importance of maintain-
ing hot water temperatures to prevent Legionella bacteria 
from forming. 

Here in Philadelphia, our ASPE Chapter conducts a 
14-week plumbing design course for beginners and an 
advanced program for more seasoned engineers and 
designers. One very popular topic we teach is hot water 
recirculation. In reading the article, the author mentioned 
the use of small pumps at each floor. I would like to know 
if the entire pumping system for domestic hot water was 
on the hospital emergency power grid. I would think that 
if it's not, the system could potentially form the Legionella 
bacteria if the system was down for a extended period 
of time. Being a hospital, the system should be deemed 
"critical service system." The design plans for hot water 
systems should state no deviation from the design and 
layout will be permitted without the engineer's approval. 

 With the new ASHRAE 188 requirements, the engi-
neering community will be liable if systems installed fail 
to prevent the formation of Legionella bacteria.

 One last thought, the average engineer and designer 
reading the article will understand how the loop system 
works, or "Jump Routing," as it was described. Having 
a plan of the system could be helpful, but the size of the 

plan is too small to read or appreciate how the piping sys-
tem was laid out. – Mike Panco, Philadelphia Chapter 
President, American Society of Plumbing Engineers

Michael:
Thank you for your inquiry. The fifth floor design is of 

a 32-bed high acuity CCU unit. The director asked, "Can 
you build me a hot water system that works and will 
have instant hot water upon turning the faucet on?" My 
response was, "Yes ma'am we can do that."

 This design has the flowing hot water main no more 
than 2’-0 from the fixture drops, as you will see on the 
plan and to date is the best we have put into operation. 
We have been learning as we go as well.

During the final state health inspection I asked the 
director how she liked the hot water system, hoping for 
a good response. She replied "DON’T TOUCH IT." She 
said it is the best she ever had.

Your second question was regarding the pumping elec-
trical power. All systems in a hospital need to be on the 
essential electrical system just like all medical gas sys-
tem components. In reality, the little floor pumps could 
be removed, and the accumulative main HWR pump 
could do the work, but it has a better feel about it if we 
keep the smaller floor pumps as well, back up for a bet-
ter word. – Larry Rains/SSR, Plumbing CPD, ASSE 6020 
Medical Gas Inspector

Letters
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A2 LEVEL 3 - PLUMBING

KEYED NOTES
PROVIDE PLASTER TRAPS BELOW SINKS AS CALLED OUT. PROVIDE
DENTSPLY/CRESENT PLASTER TRAP MODEL #C350100. PIPE SINK TO TRAP
THEN CONNECT TRAP TO WASTE STACK IN WALL. INSTALLATION TO BE PER
MANUFACTURERS RECOMMENDATIONS.

PROVIDE IPS MODEL 88133 C.W. SUPPLY BOX FOR COFFEE MARKER.
MOUNT BOX @ 42" A.F.F. TO BOTTOM OF BOX. PROVIDE 1/2 C.W. WITH STOP
VALVE.

PROVIDE HAWS 8904 HOSE/EYE/FACE WASH. LOCATE ON LEFT SIDE OF
SINK. PROVIDE LEONARD TA-300 MIXING VALVE ABOVE CEILING DIRECTLY
ABOVE THE EYE WASH STATION. SET MIXING VALVE FOR 85°F. ROUTE
SUPPLY LINE FROM MIXING VALVE DOWN TO EYE WASH WITH STOP VALVE.
SUPPLY LINES TO MIXING VALVE TO BE 1/2 I.P.S.

PROVIDE GUY GREY/IPS MODEL #T200 WATER AND DRAIN SUPPLY BOX
BELOW COUNTER TOP, MOUNT 18" A.F.F. TO BOTTOM OF BOX. PROVIDE 2"
DRAIN, 1/2 C.W. WITH STOP VALVE.

PROVIDE 1/2"CW TO IPS MODEL 88133 SUPPLY BOX FOR ICE MAKER. MOUNT
BOTTOM OF BOX @ 18"AFF

PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING LARGE SINK:
JUST SLX-2222-A-GR (16"x19"x10.5" D)
FAUCET: SPEAKMAN FAUCET WITH EYEWASH MODEL NO. SEF-1800-CA
TRIM: McGUIRE #152 DRAIN, 1-1/2" TAILPIECE, #8912 P-TRAP, H2165 SUPPLY
STOP.  EXTEND PIPE SUPPLY FROM MIXING VALVE ABOVE CEILING TO
CONNECTION AT FAUCET FOR EYE WASH.

1

4'4'4'4'0000 8'8'8'8' 16'16'16'16'

 1/8" = 1'-0"P103
B5 MEDGAS RISER DIAGRAM

NOT TO SCALE
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Product News
A. O. Smith Polaris 

The Polaris High Efficiency 
Condensing Gas Water 
Heater is available in 34- 

and 50-gallon models. 
The product operates at 

a thermal efficiency of up 
to 96 percent through an 
ultra-low NOx modulat-
ing gas burner that ensures 
operation at lower input 
rates. Compatible with both 
natural gas and propane, the 
product features a power 

direct vent design that fits 
with PVC, CPVC or poly-
propylene through a side-
wall or roof. Additionally, 

two front-access panels give 
contractors access to all serviceable 

components. The electronic controls 
touchscreen display give homeowners 
temperature control and water heater 
diagnostic. It also has a 10-year lim-
ited tank warranty. A.O. Smith. 

www.hotwater.com

Neoperl Check Valves
These check valves are pre-assem-
bled and 100 percent tested to pro-
vide durable drip tight operation. 
Available in 12 OD sizes between 3/8 
and 2 inches, for applications up to 
200F and 230 psi. The CV14FR and 
CV15FR come combined with a pres-
sure compensating flow regulator, 
from 0.5 to 4 gpm. All units are certi-
fied to ANSI/NSF 61. NEOPERL. 

www.neoperl.com 

Bosch Climate 6000 
Commercial Air Handlers

The Semi-Custom Climate 6000 AH 
Commercial Air Handler features an 
innovative cabinet design. Double 
wall panels on a framework of alu-
minum supports and galvanized steel 
base are unique due to their dual 
suitability for both indoor or outdoor 
installations. It can be configured 
for different inlet and outlet loca-
tions for easy duct connection. It can 
also be delivered fully assembled or 
in sections to accommodate space 
restrictions. Intended for large indus-
trial and commercial applications, 
the series comes in 21 different sizes. 
Horizontal unit configurations range 
from 800 to 38,000 CFM, while ver-
tical configurations are available in 
800 to 4,000 CFM. Bosch. 
www.boschheatingandcooling.com

EVAPCO’s eco-LSWE 
Closed Circuit Cooler 

The eco-LSWE Closed Circuit 
Coolers, with an Ellipti-fin coil and 
CrossCool internally enhanced tubes, 
increase the cooling capacity from 
340 to 16,987 MBH. The coolers 
are ideal for replacement jobs where 
additional capacity is needed within 
tight space constraints. The product 
offers reduced unit height and total 
connected horsepower while saving 
water through increased dry bulb 
switchover temperatures. The ellipti-
cal tubes increase both wet and dry 
capacity, and are for indoor applica-
tions, confined layouts, low sound 
requirements and direct replace-
ments. Certified by both the Cooling 
Technology Institute (CTI) and the 
International Building Code (IBC). 
EVAPCO. 

www.evapco.com
Armstrong Fluid Technology 

HSC Energy-efficient 
Fire Pump Models 

The Fireset Horizontal Split Case 
(HSC) Pump Line has added 
5x4x17F and 6x5x12F pumps. The 
design maximizes efficiency by mini-
mizing turbulence at the impeller eye. 
The pumps are for installations that 
require between 500 and 1,000 gpm. 
The pumps are compatible with both 
electric motor and diesel engine driv-
ers. They come with double suction 
design for operating efficiency and 
high flow performance. It features 
include suction and discharge align-
ment, protective bearing-removal 
mechanism and removable upper-half 
casings. The pumps offer a perfor-
mance range of 500 gpm to 3,000 
gpm. Armstrong Fluid Technology. 

www.armstrongfluidtechnology.com

Legend No Lead Forged 
Brass Press Unions

In sizes from ½ to 2 inches, Legend 
Press Unions configurations include 
Press x Press, Press x MNPT and 
Press x FNPT. The unions allow 
for the piping system to be disas-
sembled for service, which allows 
for transitioning from copper tubing 
to hard piping or equipment. These 
unions and fittings are manufactured 
using no lead and DZR forged brass. 
Legend Valves. 

www.legendvalve.com 
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Noritz NC380 ASME 
Commercial Tankless Series  

The NC380 ASME Series of tankless 
water heaters is for commercial and 
multi-family applications where hot-

water demand varies. The sys-
tems can deliver more 
than 9.1 million Btu 
per hour when a maxi-
mum of 24 units are 
combined into a single 
package. The product 
has a turndown ratio 
of 17 to 1, helping 
with small loads. The 
capacity range extends 
from 0.7 gallons per 
minute (gpm) to 13.2 
gpm, which calcu-
lates into 534 gallons 
per hour at tempera-

ture rise of 70 F. Heaters have 
a thermal efficiency of 80 percent 
using natural gas; 84 percent with 
LP. Noritz. 

www.noritz.com

Cambridge-Lee  
Readi-Protector Coated Coils 

CL Readi-Protector Coated Coils 
features factory-coated plastic pro-
tection over copper tube core. The 
product is used in the installation of 
fuel oil lines, natural gas and pro-
pane equipment for companies in the 
plumbing, refrigeration, HVAC and 
burner service trades among others. 
The coating is corrosion-resistant. 
The product also is for above-ground 
use where lines require extra fortifi-
cation against damage. Cambridge-
Lee. 

www.camlee.com

General Pipe Cleaners 
Flexicore Closet Augers

Flexicore Closet Augers, for clearing 
clogged toilets, are made of two layers 
of tempered spring steel coiled 
over a core of 49-strand wire 
rope. It has three feet of cable 
telescoped inside the guide 
tube until you need it; 
press a button and pull the 
crank handle for an addi-
tional 3 feet. The design’s 
wide mouth end with 
heavy-duty zipper makes 
closet auger retrieval and 
storage quick, clean 
and easy. Three vent 
holes let the auger 
dry between jobs. 
And the thick shoul-
der strap keeps hands 
free to carry other 
tools. 
General Pipe Cleaners. 

www.drainbrain.com 

Speakman Gravityflo 
Emergency Tank Shower

Gravityflo Emergency Tank Shower is 
the newest addition to the Gravityflo 
Emergency Shower and Eyewash 
product line. The product is designed 

with a 528-gallon tank 
for use on a jobsite with 
no running water or 
inadequate water pres-
sure. It is also an ideal 
unit for older facilities 
or sites where the pipes 
cannot produce the 20 
gpm flow requirement. 
Features include an 
integral heater, which 
maintains a water tem-
perature of 60 F – 100 
F; emergency eyewash 
with plastic bowl with 
push-handle activator; 
stainless steel shower-
head; PIR activated area 

light; and heat-tracing for eyewash 
and emergency shower piping. The 
emergency tank shower is not depen-
dent on a plumbed water source, and 
delivers ANSI/ISEA-required 20 gpm 
flow rate. Speakman. 

www.speakman.com

Lubrizol Online Design and 
Expansion Calculators 

The Lubrizol Online Design 
Calculator Tool and an Expansion 
Loop Calculator, available via desk-
top or mobile, aid in the design of 
Corzan and FlowGuard Gold piping 
systems for water supply applica-

tions. 
For the Design Calculator, input 

the parameters of the system to deter-
mine the allowable friction loss, 
velocity, demand flow rate and the 
number of supported fixtures. 

The Expansion Loop Calculator 
requires users input change in tem-
perature, pipe size and length of run 
to determine the size and number of 
expansion loops required to accom-
modate the expansion, contraction 
of commercial systems, the linear 
expansion, the dimensions of the 
loop, offset and change in direction. 
Lubrizol.  www.lubrizol.com

Moen Vichy Bath Suite
The Vichy Bathroom Suite offers a 
soft, contemporary look at a cost-
effective price, appealing especially 
to customers in multi-family and hos-
pitality settings.  Modern fixtures are 

becoming popular in the multi-family 
market, where millennials are the 
fastest growing segment of renters 
and buyers.  The collection features 
cylindrical shapes, contoured edges 
and a slim handle that blend together 
for an eye-catching look, and the 
suite’s stylish and compact design fits 
well in small spaces. Coordinating 
accessories for the suite are available 
in the Genta line to complete the 
room.  Faucets feature the state-of-
the-art Moen 1255 Duralast cartridge, 
a ceramic-disc cartridge that provides 
consistently smooth handle action.  
A common valve design allows for a 
quick faucet change without replac-
ing plumbing. Moen.

www.moen.com
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Plumb-Tech Design  
& Consulting Services, LLC 

Plumbing, Piping, Fire Protection 
and HVAC System Design; foren-
sic investigations for mechanical 
system failures; litigation support; 

code and standard consulting;  
and CAD services.

303 N. Monroe Street, Monroe, 
MI 48162 Phone: (734) 755-1908, 

ron@plumb-techllc.com  
plumb-techllc.com

www.PHCPPros.com

PHCPPros covers all aspects of 
the plumbing, heating, cooling 
and piping industry for 100,000 

professional engineers,  
distributors and contractors.
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P.O. Box 3237 • Montgomery, AL 36109 
TEL: 334.277.8520 www.jrsmith.com

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN
O F  B E I N G

Celebrating

90
Y E A R SCUSTOMER-DRIVEN

O F  B E I N G

Celebrating

90
Y E A R S

Figure No. 9960

• Fast Install  with 9’ 10” sections

• Reduces labor costs by up to 75%

•  Load Class C and E Grates

•  Lighter weight and faster to install than cast-in-place.

•  4”, 6”, and 8” no-hub vertical outlets

• Presloped channels for better hydraulics

•  16 channels—12 sloping and 4 neutral from a depth of 7-9/16 “- 22-9/16”

•  Extra heavy-duty painted steel frame is standard; also available in galvanized or stainless steel.

ZIP TRENCH™. Going to great
lengths to make installations fly.

trenchip 
12” WIDE      9960 SERIES TRENCH DRAIN SYSTEM

Figure No. 9960
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LONG-TERM DURABILITY 

Whether Cast Iron or Plastic, 
EZ1 is crafted to stand up 

against wear and tear over 
the product’s lifecycle.

DESIGNED TO RUN 
LIKE CLOCKWORK

EZ1’s integrated 
engineering, which 

includes an easy post-
pour adjustment and 

tilt accessory package, 
delivers high-level 

functionality for 
easy installation and 

maintenance.

A SPEEDY SETUP

Sold complete and ready to install, 
EZ1 is an intuitive product that saves 
contractors time and money.

Introducing the EZ1
Contractors have waited long enough for a floor drain that’s easy to install and built for the long haul. 

Zurn’s EZ1–available in cast iron and plastic–comes out of the box as a complete system, allows for post-
pour adjustment with an integrated strainer, provides job-site flexibility and maintains ongoing reliability. 

Don’t hesitate. Make the EZ choice. Learn more at zurn.com/ez1
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